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U. S. Office of Education Develotymental Activities Program

Final Report on Project No. X-005

Project Title : Benefits of Research Design; a Plot Study

Project Director: Julian C. Stanley, Professor of Educational Psychology,

University of Wisconsin (1404 Regent Street, Madison,

53706)

Dates of Project: 1 December 1964 - 31 August 1966

Summary

This summer program in the design and analysis of educational experi-

ments was held at the University of Wisconsin in Madison during the eight-

week period 21 June - 14 August 1965. The staff consisted of Richard E.

Schutz and Julian 14. Stanley, Co-Directors; Prank II, Raker, specialist in

electronic computers and data processing; Cone V. Glass, instructor in sta-

tistics; and six graduate-student teaching assistants. There were 14 predoc-

toral and 16 postdoctoral participants, one of them from Australia. Two

predoctoral and two postdoctoral participants were women. (The names and

background information about the staff and participants appedr in Appendix

A of the final project report.)

Experimental design, statistical analysis, and computer usage were

discussed each morning, Monday through friday. Preparation of research pro-

posals, spacial topics, and independent study occupied the afternoons end

Saturday mornings. Resources of the University of Wisconsin, including its

Laboratory of Experimental Design, were available to each participant.

One academic year after the close of the program, 29 of the 30 parti-

cipants indicated on a questionnaire that they believed they seemed abler

thie academic years because of the progress to design experiments, and 29

felt abler to analyse data resulting from experiments.
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Sixteen of the 30 participants completed one or more experiments during

the academic year 1965-66. Twenty-four of them "served as a consultant on

the design and analysis of experiments" after the close of the program. To

the question, "To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such

a consultant?," 0 responded "None," 0 responded "Little," 7 responded "Mo-

derately," 17 responded "A great deal," and 6 did not check any one of the

four categories.

Exactly half of the participants narked that they had "collaborated sub-

stantially with others (either colleagues or students) on experiments since

August 13" of 1965. Twenty-six said they had consulted on or collaborated

on or pursued alone " research not strictly classifiable as controlled,

variable-manipulating experimentation," and 21 responded "Yes (vs 4 "No") to

the question, "If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer prog-

ram helped you do this better than you would have done otherwise?"

To the question, "Everything considered, how glad are you now that you

spent the eight weeks in Madison ?," the responses were as follows:

0 Vim sorry I did. 2 Neutral: neither glad nor sad. 2 It was worthwhile.

19 / benefited a great deal. 7 It was a hugely rewarding experience.

Other responses to the questionnaire are shown in Appendix E of the

final report.

Though it is quite difficult indeed, especially only a year after the

end of the program, to determine what effects the collaboration of the parti-

cipants with the staff for eight weeks had, it would appear that the progress

of most of the predoctoral participants toward the doctorate has been

facilitated and that the professional promise of a considerable number of

the participants has been enhanced. Many more six- or eight-Iles!: summer in-

stitutes seem needed, particularly for professional personnel under the age

of 40 who already have a doctorate. The areas of statistics, measurement,
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experimental design, and data analysis seem to lend themselves well to such

treatment, although (as Lee J. Cronbach and others showed at Stanford Uni-

versity during the summers of 1964 a-4 1465) institutes organized around

actual empirical research are highly desirable, too.
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Introductin

Evaluating the effects of a summer program on the future careers of the

participants is difficult. Persons who seek out such exT:drierems are already

likely to be energetic, successful achievers in later life. The postdoctoral

ones have already embarked on careers, so each twig is bent in a rather defi-

nice direction before the participant arrives for the program. The predoctorel

participants are already committed to certain institutions and certain programs

therein, and they will be preoccupied with doctoral requirements for one or

more years following the program, thereby delaying the appearance of most evi-

denc(F., of its impact on them.

Eight weeks is a short time in one's life, so miracles of learning and

redirection should, not be expected from a program lasting only this long. Even

if the program does have considerable cumulative influence on a person's career,

this may be dim iu appearing and so interactive with other influences that it

cannot be discerned clearly by the person himself or by others.

Nevertheless, we must use whatever evidence that can be adduced to deter-

mine whether or not ouch programs are worth repeating and, if so, how they

should be modified in order to be more effective. Ideally, in the experimental-

design sense, we should conduct the program as a controlled experiment, with

a well-matched control group that does not attend the institute, and follow up

both groups for quite a few years in order to determine how they diverge. If

recruiting begins early enough and the applicant group is able enough to provide

both groups at a sufficiently high level, thig might be done, though the "reac-

tivity" of the dish4artened rejectees, the self-fulfilling prophecy of the

accepted persons, and the inability to control the summer activities of the

rejectees, bight undesirably affect the outcome of the experiment. Merely hav-

ing on one's record the fact of attending a certain prestigious program, like

displaying one's Phi Beta Kappa key, might be a powerful aid. We can hardly



falsify the record (or swami honor society keys at random), so perhaps at best

we could compare participation in two quite different types of summer programs

of equal prestige, attended by persons assigned randomly to one or the other.

In the present pioneering developmental effort we chose to take the

seemingly best-qualified 30 persons from the applicants, thereby eulIng out

the possibility of having a meaningful control group. (See Appendix es A and B.)

Our chief way of evaluating the success of the program is via reports from staff

and participants, particularly the latter. In the progress report for the

period 1 July - 30 September 1965 (see Appendix C) we summarize results from

the questionnaire completed by the participants at the end of the program, on

13 August 1965. The briefer progress report for the 1 October 1965 - 30 June

1965 (see Appendix D) summarizes several further activities.

Questionnaire Responses One Academic Year Later

On 17 May 1966 we sent to each of the 30 participants the questionnaire

shown in Appendix It and, after several follow-ups of nonrespondents, received

usable replies from all 30. Answers to the categorical questions showed that

nearly all (29) of the participants felt themselves better able to design ex-

periments and to analyze data resulting from them. Most of them (24) had served

as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments during the year, but

only about half (16) Lai "begun or completed any experiments since 13 August

1965." Seventeen of the 24 felt that the summer program had helped them as

consultants "a great deal," and the other seven 'Imoderately."

Exactly half of the participants had collaborated with others on experi-

ments since leaving the program. Twenty-six of them had engaged in "research

not strictly classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimenta-

tion," and 21 cheat:4 that the summer program helped them do this better

than they would probably have done otherwise.
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Only six have published or have "in press" anything affected, directly

or indirectly, by the summer-program participation, but of course not enough

time elapsed from 14 August 1965 until May or June of 1966 to allow most per-

sons to complete an article, book, or monograph and have it accepted for pub-

lication. Four had manuscripts arising partly from the program under consider-

ation by editors. Nine had other completed reports that were affected by the

summer program.

Eight had mecured research contracts or grants subsequent to 13 August

1965, ranging in amount up to $605,000. Twelve had secured fellowships o
research assistantships for themse17es or their students. A virtually rectangu-

lar distribution resulted from responGss to the four ordered categories of the

question at the top of page 3 of the questionnaire: four persons felt that the

summar program helped them "None" to secure the contracts, grants, fellowships,

and/or research assistantships, five checked "Little," four checked 'Moderately,"

and five checked "A great deal."

Six of 29 persons responding to the item indicated that their attendance

at professional conventions seems to have increased, at least partly because

of the program. Of the 13 who presented or coauthored papers at these conven-

tions, five indicated that these papers were affected "None" by their activi-

ties during the 1965 summer program, two checked "Little," four checked

"Moderately," and two checked "A great deal." The summer program came too late

to permit submitting paper* for most fail conventions, such as that of the

Amarican Psychological Association. Convention activity of the participants

seems likely to gr'jw in future years, even though only four persons indicated

that they are "scheduled to appear on future convention programs."

Of the 14 persons who taught courses with quantitative content during the

year, 12 checked that they had done so better because of the summer program.



The overall evaluation of the program after one academic year was sought

with the final item on the questionnaire: "Everything considered, how glad

are you now that you spent the eight weeks in Madison?" No one checked that

he was sorry andid. Two checked "Neutral: neither glad nor, sad." TWo checked

"It was worthwhile." Nineteen indicated that "I benefited a great deal."

Seven said "It was a hugely rewarding experience."

Comments by respondents to the other items were illuminating but so varied

that categorisation is difficult. The majority who had attended any profes-

sional convention had gone to the American Educational Research Association

meetings in Chicago, 17-19 February 1966. The names of five appeared on that

program, three of them twice. One participant presented a paper at the concur-

rent convention of the National Council on Measurement in Education. Apparently

the participants are not strongly affiliated with psychology, because only two

of them had their names on the September 1965 convention program of the American

Psychological Association, and just one on the September 1966 American Psycho-

logical Association program. Only two of the participants, both of them pre-

doctoral, had academic backgrounds strictly in psychology, and both of these had

already inclined toward educational researcho despite the fact that announce-

ments concerning the program went to all members of the Divisions of Developmen-

tal Psychology, Educational Psychology, ana School Psychology of the American

Psychological Association. Competition from Lee J. Cronbach's 1965 summer in-

stitute at Stanford University, which was substantively rather than methodolo-

gically oriented, may have been partly responsible for this, because his prog-

ram may have appealed more to academic psychologists (who are usually reasonably

well prepared in statistics and measurement) than did ours.

A number of responses were received to the open-ended question, "Sow might

the summer program have been conducted differently in order to help you better

with the design and analysis of educational experiments?" Most of these
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suggestions had appeared in the end-of-program evaluation in greater detail and

had been summarized in the 1 July - 30 September 1965 progress report (see Ap-

pendix C). More emphasis on associational studies and substantive research was

called for. The persons less well prepared in statistics felt the need for d

systematic set of lectures at a more intermediate level then cy s rsquired by

most of the participants. More use of the participants' resources and skills

should have been made. Some wanted the afternoon sessions more structured.

Several postdoctoral participants objected to administration of the Doppelt

Mathematical Reasoning Test, even though this wa' on a voluntary 'basis and only

11 of the 16 postdoctoral participants chose to take it. The request for more

time in which participants could interact informn11 seemed to conflict with the

requests for more formal structure, indicating that not all participants wanted

the same approach.

As might be expected, thus far the professional activity and productimity

of the postdoctoral participants greatly exceeds that of the predoctoral ones,

especially because nearly all of the latter went from the program right back in-

to doctoral programs and became preoccupied with progressing toward the Ph.D.

degree. Predoctoral participants were selected on the basis of test scores and

academic records, whereas postdoctoral participants were 'dot chosen directly in

this way, so it seems likely that in the long run the predoctoral participants

will become as effective educational experimenters as the postdoctoral partici-

pants. In addition, the predoctoral participants now know quite a few nationally

prominent educational researchers who can help them with their careers.

The beneficial "fallout" of the program for the University of Wisconsin

was, unintentionally, rather great. Three predoctoral participants shifted

there, one in the fall of 1965 to continue her doctoral studies in counseling

and guidance and two in the fall of 1966, one of these to be a postdoctoral fel-

lcm in the Research and Development Center for Learning and Re-Education and the

other to be an assistant professor of mathematics education.
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One of the postdoctoral participants is spending the academic year 1966-67

at the University of Illinois, working with one of the 1965 summerprogram in-

structors there. Onl of the summer-program instructors is moving to the Univer-

sity of Colorado in the fall of 1967 to work with a postdoctoral participant

whom he met at the summer program. One postdoctoral participant moved in the

fall of 1966 to The Ohio State University t3 work with another postdoctoral

participant there. Undoubtedly, other position changes at least partly attri-

butable to the program have already occurred or will occur. All of these

resulted outside the planned structure of the program.

It seems likely that having on one's record tiz& fact of attendance at the

eight-week summer program in tbe design and analysis of educational experiments

at the Laboratory of Experimental usign of the University of Wisconsin and,

for several predoctoral participants, grades of "A" for course work there

have already been considerable stimuli for p7omotiort, salary increases, secur-

ing of grants, etc., and will continue to be so in the future. Participants

are likely to benefit professionally from being able to say that they have

studied with (am staff of participants) a number of well-known educational re-

searchers. They are more likely now to learn of opportunities for professional

advancement, including positions, research projects and refresher courses.

The initiative these participants showed by applying for the program and attend-

ing it virtually guarantees that many of them will make distinctive professional

contributions. A follow-up of the thirty peraona in 1975 should be illuminating.

Conclusions

In general, it would appear that this kind of institute should serve best

these able, young postdoctoral educational researchers who did not have excel-

lent preparation fu experimental design, statistics, and data processing during

their graduate work. It seems desirable not to include persons who were exposed

to strong methodological graduate programs, even though these did not seem to
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"take." Also, persons whose publications indicate strong specialization in non-

experimental areas such as as psychometrics are likely to be dissatisfied with

emphasis on the design and analysis of controlled, variable- manipulating experi-

ments and to preas for greater attention to their favorite topics. Because not

everything can be covered well in eight weeks, delimitation of material to be

discussed seems essential. Getting participants before they become dedicate4

to a non-experimental methodology seems necessary, if the focus is to be on

experimentation.
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1. Pa trite

at atistjury The purpose of this project is to determine the benefits of
a pilot research - design program that focuses on new methods of experimental design
and statistical analysis for educational research. The eight - creek session is
meant to upgrade the research skills of 14 educational researchers who already
hold the Ph.D. or M.D. degree and to strengthen the preparation and aspirations
of 14 predoctoral graduate students who are preparing to do educational research.
Sephasis will be on the carefvt designing of controlled varitblemmanipulating
experiments in the field of educationehroadly defined, with analytical procedures
considered as flowing from the experimental design. Outcomes of the project will
be evaluated carefully.

b. Procedures: The pilot project will be publicised widely via new,
letters of professional organisations, professional journals, and direct mail
announcements. The 28 consultants should come from various areas of education
and should have varying amounts of research experience, from much to little.

The consultants will meet together Lich morning from 8:30 until 11:30,
Monday through Friday, for lecture-discussion sessions on the following topics:
principles and problems of experineatation under school conditions, measurement
in experimentation (including multivariate analysis), uses of electronic computers
in expatimentation, and the designing of research projects. From 1:00 until 4:00,
Monday through Friday, they will work in 7 small mutual-interest groups, each
composed of 2 predoctoral and 2 postdoctoral persons. Each such group will belie
assigned to it for 4 hours daily a well-prepared advanced graduate student from
the University of Wisconsin's Laboratory of Experimental Design who sill help the
4 group members with technical problems of all sorts, including searches of the
professional literature. &gob group will develop one or more substantial esearch
proposals to be considered by everyone during the last several weeks of the
seminar. It is expected that by the end of the summer a number of these pro -
posals (perhaps as many as half of them) viii be ready to submit to Federal
agencies such as the U. S. Office of Education. The predoctoral consultants will
meet on Saturdays, also. This eight-week summer program, the first of its kind,
will be evaluated to determine the benefits that accrue to participants and to
provide recommendations for subsequent research- training projects throughout the
country.

2. wspjam os. the Activity.

It is evident to persons who review research proposals for the U. S. Office
of Education that nearly all projects have serious flaws in their experimental
designs and analytical procedures, reflecting deficiencies in the preparation of
their authors. Newer, more relevant techniques are seldom used, and older tech-
niques are applied inappropriately. Confusion exists when interpreting associate.
tional relationships, where both variables are free to vary without control by
the experimenter, and functional relationships, where one variable is under the
control of the experimenter and manipulated by him--roughly, the matter of corre-
lation vs. "causation." Comments by reviewers frequently are not understood by
authors when relayed to them, because the latter lack the fundamental background
in experimental design necessary to learn the new concept. For several years the
Cooperative Research Branch coordinators have tried to upgrade the experheentalft
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design sophistication of proposers. Their heroic efforts have not been wholly
unsuccessful, but it has become obvious to them and to referees of proposals that
only better programs in universities across the country can improve the quality
of the experimental designs and analyses proposed.

Can an intensive eightmweek program for 28 able, wellmmotivated consultants,
half of them postdoctoral and the other half predoctoral, help them learn newer
techniques and become better researchers? Will they use their new knowledge
effectively with their own doctoral students? It might be desirable to "Java one
(mime such seminars each summer for several years; the first one should nerve
as a pilot model, an evaluation device, and a generator of further interest.

The pilot program would be a 40-day work session for the postdoctoral con
sultants and a 41day work session for the others. In this amount of time with
skilled staff it should be possible to improve the experimentamdesign ability of
the consultants considerably and to shoo them how they can continue learning on
their own in subsequent years. Less than the 40 and 48 days of classes, diem
cussion, and small group activity would atom too short a period in which to
accomplish these two objectives.

3. Related Literature.

The proposed pilot project seems most closely related to three that the
Social Science Research Council conducted about a decade ago. a pilot program on
mathematics for social scientists at Dartmouth College during the summer of 1953
and two such programs (at the University of Michigan and Stanford University) for
nine weeks during the summer of 1955. The present initiator was a postdoctoral
fellow in the program at Ann Arbor, where he learned a great deal about
probability theory, set theory, matrix theory, and advanced calculus.

Al Ember of statistics departments, such as the ones at Iowa State University
and Virginia Polytechnic Institute, offer regular summer session institutes in
statistics, though not with emphasis on research in the social sciences.

During the sumer olf 1964 at Stanford University, Professor Lee J. Cronbach
conducted a large seminar concerned with research in teaching. Its emphases seemed
to be considerably more substantive than methodological. In the proposed pilot
project the staff would emphasize !,rinciples of experimental design and analysis
applied to whatever substantive interests the participants bring with them and
would assess the results of the eight weeks spent with the consultants.

Lindquist (1953), Campbell & Stanley (1963), Stanley (1954, 1955, 1956, 1957A,
19578, 1958, 1960, 19614 1961B, 1961C, 1962, 1963A, 19638, 1964A, and 19640,
Stanley & Beeman (1958), Pella et Ids (1962), Stanley & Wiley (1962), Schutz, Page,
& Stanley (1962), Page (1958), Travers (1964), and others have written about ex»
perimentation under school conditions. Considerable discussion can also be found
in other chapters of Cage (1963) and in Harris (1960). Pertinent sources less
directly related to educational experimentation are Edwards (1960), Ray (1960),
env floCKAV enohrma maA Pm, 110c71 134.A.... 111119% titnatft........ tlatql% ttnmal%
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Fisher (1935). The Campbell-Stanley chapter and the Schutz-Page-Stenley
curriculum guide should be good beginning materials for the lecture-discmsion
morning sessions of the institute. Most of the above materials, and others,
will be used during the institute. Probably the books by Cox and Winer will be
purchased by each participant and covered systematically.
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4. Obiectives.

The immediate objective of the pilot project is to determine in what ways
and how effectively one in eight weeks can improve the competence of the 28
consultants in designing and analyzing educational experiments, with special
attention to principles and problems of experimentation uhder school conditions,
measurement in experimentation (including multivariate analysis), uses of
electronic computers in experimentation, and preparation of research proposals.
An intermediate objective is to improve educational experimentation in the
United States through the influence of the 28 consultants and the pioneering value
of the pilot project as a method for upgrading research abilities rapidly.
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The pilot project would be held for eight weeks during the surer of 1965,
probably June 21 4. August 13, at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.
From 8:30-11:30 a.m. Monday through Friday the consultants would meet in a
comfortable classroom for lectures by faculty members and discussior, Approx-
imately 50% of the 120 morning hours would be devoted to principles and problems
of experimentation under school conditions. About 25% would be devoted to
measurement in experimentation, including multivariate analysis. The remaining
25% would be devoted to computer technology (15%) and systematic consideration of
the preparation of research proposals (la). Amain purpose of the project
would be to determine whether these are the optimum percentages for such a
program.

The 120 afternoon hours, from 1 :00 until 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday,
would be devoted to small-group work (4 participants and one assistant in each
group), principally the preparation of research proposals for well-designed
studies. Faculty members of the institute would consult with these 7 groups.

In addition, the predoctoral consultants would meet on Saturdays.

A library of books, journals, and reprints would be set up from the Labor-
atory of Experimental Design's holdings for the convenience of participants to
supplement the collections in the University of Wisconsin libraries, to which all
participants would have access.

The success of the institute would be evaluated in several ways:

1. By response of the participants, anonymously, to a questionnaire the
last day and to another questionnaire 9-12 months later.

2. By initial and fine/ examinations covering the four principal lecture-
discussion areas.

3. By evaluation of U. S. Office of Education observers.

4. By ratings of the faculty members and assistants of the institute.

5. By an analysis of the quality of the research proposals produced,
especially as reflected by the percentage of them that are submitted to a
Federal agency and approved.

6. By systematic comparieon of the performance of predoctoral consultants
with that of postdoctoral consultants.

Steps in carrying out the proposal are as follows:

1. 1 December 1964 - 31 March 1965. With the help of a half-time secretary
and a half-time administrative assistant, publicize the pilot project widely.
Prepare application forms. Carry on correspondence with professional associations,
journals, and prospective consultants. Final selection of consultants would be
made by April 1.
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20 1 April 1965 e. 31 May 1965. Half-time secretary and half-time adminis-
trative assistant would make arrangements for the consultants, including housing,
and would gather materials and equipment for the summer project, including books
for the consultants and for the special collection of books, journals, and re-
prints. The initiator (JCS) would devote 50% of his time the second semester to
studying the topic of experimentation under school conditions and to consultation
with the faculty members and assistants for the pilot project in order to set up
a comprehensive syllabus to guide the lecture-discussion morning sessions and the
proptAal-designing afternoon sessiono. In mid-February, Professor Stanley will
conduct a symposium on experimentation in educational settings at the annual con-
vention of the American Educational Research, Association in Chicago.

3. 1 June 1965 - 31 August 1965. With the assistance of a full-time secre-
tary, a full-time administrative, graduate assistants, consultants, and three
other staff members, the initiator (JCS) would direct the pilot project, including
preliminary arrangements and subsequent "clean-up" activities, 100% of his time.

4. 1 September 1965 ft 31 August 1965. The initiator (JCS) would prepare a
report and evaluation of the pilot project, using 30%, of his time for this pur-
pose. The evaluation would involve all of the procedures mentioned earlier in
this proposal. (Also, in November of 1965 Professor Stanley will stage a two- or
threw-day national seminar on experimentation in educational settings, sponsored
by Phi Delta Kappa.)

6. Personnel.

Julian C. Stanley, Director of the Laboratory of Experimental Design and
Professor of Educational Psychology, University of Wisconsin, would direct the
pilot project. Dr. Stanley has been a professor at the University of Wisconsin
since 1957. He is a Fellow of the Divisions of Evaluation and Measurement,
Educational Psychology, General Psychology, Teaching of Psychology, and Maturity
and Old Age of the American Psychological Association, and a Fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. He WILJ President of the
National Council on Measurement in Education (1963-64) and the Tennessee
Psychological Association (1951). He is a Director of the Psychometric Society
(1962 -65), a Representative to the APA Council from the Division of Evaluation and
Measurement (1963 -66), a member of the Research Advisory Council of the U. S.
Office of Education, a member of the Committee of Examiners for the Aptitude Tests
of the College Entrance Examination Board, a member of the Research CommiC.ee of
Educational Testing Service, and a trustee of Test Research Service. He was
Secretary-Treasurer of the Division of Educational Psychology of the American
Psychological Association (1960-63), which he now serves as President-Elect. He
is also Vice-President of the American Educational Research Association, chairing
the Division of Measurement and Research Methodology. Dr. Stanley is a member of
numerous other professional organizations, including the American Statistical
Association and the Institute of Mathematical Statistics. He is a consulting or
advisory editor for the Journal of Educational Psycholom the American Educational
Research Journal, and the Journal of Educational Measurement. He is the author of
125 articles, notes, and reviews and of a textbook, Measurement in Today's, Schools



(PrenticeoHall, 4th edition, 1964). Besides earning s doctorate in educational
psychology from Harvard University (February 1950), 5* has studied at the Unto,
varsity of Michigan (mathematics, 9 weeks, summer of 1955), the Department of
Statistics of the University of Chicago (ii months, 1955-56), and the University
of Louvain, Belgium (Fulbright Act Research Scholar, 1958-059). He has taught at
the University of Georgia (summer of 1947), Harvard University (194849 and summcrof 1963), George Peabody College-for Teachers (1949.53), the University of Wis-consin (1953- present), and the University_of Hawaii (summer of 1960), in additionto the Atlanta (Georgia) high schools (science and mathematics, 1937-42) and
Newton (Massachueetts) Junior College (psychology, part - time,, 1946.48). He is
listed in Who's Who in America and American Men of Saence. His special interests
are experimental design and measurement.

Dr. Richard E. Schutz, Professor of Educational Psychology at the University
of Arizona (Tempe), has agreed to serve as associate director of the pilotproject. He is a Fellow of the American Psychological Association and the Editorof the alga of Educational Measurement. A graduate of the University of
California at Los Angeles, majoring in history and being elected to Phi Beta
Kappa, he holds the Ph.D. degree in educational measurement from Teachers College,
Columbia University. As a doctoral student he held the AERA.4World Book Company
fellowship. Dr. Schutz has published a considerable number of articles in pro-
fessional journals. During the summer of 1962 he and Professor Ellis B. Page
wore at the University of Wisconsin, where they and Professor Stanley developedthe Schutz- Page - Stanley curriculum guide for inservice training in educational
research that was mentioned under Category 3, above. His special interests are
educational research and measurement, including factor analysis.

Dr. Frank B. Baker, Associate Professor of Educational Psychology at the
University of Wisconsin, has agreed to be the electronic-computer specialist forthe project. Dr. Baker took his Ph.D. degree in educational psychology at the
University of Minnesota (1959), where he had considerable experience with the
Control Data Corporation's 1504 digital computer while it was being developed.Dr. Baker is the digital-computer blonsultant for the social sciences at the
University of Wisconsin. Each semester he teaches a course entitled "Computers
in the Behavioral Sciences." Through his numerous publications and consulting,
he is nationally known among computer specialists.

Gene V Glass, an NDEA Title IV Fellow in the Design of Educational Experimentsat the University of Wisconsin who is scheduled to receive his Ph.D. degree in orbefore June 1965, has agreed to be an instructor in the program. He is well pre-
pared in statistics and measurement and experienced as an experimental design con-sultant. Mr. Glass has studied multivariate analysis with Professors Chester W.
Harris and Henry F. Kaiser and measurement theory with Dr. Frederic M. Lord. Heis the author of several published professional papers.

The administrative assistant for Professor Stanley and the seven graduate
assistants to work with the small groups would be chosen from among advanced
graduate students in the Laboratory of Experimental Design, of whom there will beat least a dozen available. These persons will be doctoral candidates beyond the
master's degree, who in most instances will have already completed at least two
years of course work with specialization in statistics and measurement.
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Zit is..

Besides tn. Laboratory of Experimental Design and the Wisconsin Center, the

consultants would have SCCOS4 to the Statistical Laboratory, the Numerical
Analysis Laboratory with its digital computers, the Survey Research Center, the
Laboratory for Research on Learning and Instruction, the PsychowBducational Clinic,

the Reading Clinic, and two laboratory schools. in addition, the State Department

of Public Instruction is a few blocks away.

8. Mu Alf"Pgio,P..

(a) There is no support available for this project from sources other

than the University of Wisconsin.

(b) This proposal has not been submitted to any other agency or organization.
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Harry L. Bowman

Jeremy D. Finn

Andrew H. Conyea

Bobby R. Hopkins

John N. Jenkins

Louis C. King

THE 1965 SUMMR PROGRAM IN
AS OP SIIIIMER 1965

edoct 1 Males

keimitiLs

B.Th. 1959 Pentecostal Bible Inst.
B.A. 1.962 Union University
M.A. 1964 George Peabody College

for Teachers

B.A. 1963 Syraduss University

B.A. 1964 College of the Holy
Cross

B.A. 1954 Pasadena College
M.S. 1959 University of Southern

California

B.Ed. 1955 University of Miami
Mad. 1961 University of Miami

B.A. 1951 Antioch College
14.11d. 1959 Wayne State University

Daniel Langmeyer B.S. 1963 Brooklyn College

Ross W. Miller B.S. 1952 University of Georgia
E46. 1964 Auburn University

Casper Y. Paulson,B.A. 1949 Augustan* College
Jr. M.A.T,1961 Reed College

Thomas A. Romberg B.S. 1955 Omaha University
LC 1959 Omaha University

Richard S. Staudt B.S.E. 1956 University of Michigan
M.A. 1963 University of Michigan
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R

iti,e- -Place of Su lo. ent

MIA YellowGeorge Peabody
College for Teachers

NASA YellowUniversity of
Chicago

Graduate studentClark
University

Assistant Professor of
Mathematics and Science--
Biol. College, La Mirada,
California

Principal--Miami Springs
Senior Nigh School

Director of Laboratory School
and Associate Professor of
EducationAntioch College

Research Assistant, Center
for Advanced Study of Educe-
time' AdministrationUnivsr-
sity of Oregon, &teem.?

Graduate Assistant is Educa-
tion and Administration,
University of New Mixico,and
Assistant Professor of Educa-
tion, West Georgia College
(on leave)

Evolving Programs birector
Teaching Research Division,
Oregon College of Education

Coordinator of Research Test-
ing DevelopmentSchool of
Mathematics Study Group,
Stanford University

NDICA FellowUniversity of
Michigan
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James L. Wardrop
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boLro.ee a liALez:1115.1.2Liftlomeat

S.A. 1963 Washington University NSF FellowWashington Uni-
versity, ;t. Louis

Predoc o al Females

Carols A. Congram U.A. 1958 Tufts University Graduate Assistant in Coun-
MEd 1965 University of North

Dakota
seling and Guidance--Univer-
sity of North Dakota

Carrell P. Horton D.A. 1949 Fisk University Statistician, Department of
(Stipend provided
by Fisk Univer-
sity)

M.A. 1950 Cornell University PediatricsWorry Medical
College, Nashville, Tennessee

Glenn C. Boerrigter
(Participant-obser-
ver from U.S. Of-
fice of Education)

Donald Fitsgerald

D. Bruce Gardner

Burton L. Grover

Kenneth D. Hopkins

B .A 1953

M. Ed 1957
WM. 1960

B.S. 1950

M.S. 1953

Ph.D. 1958

A.S.T.C. 1

AcJipAd.

M.A. 1960
Ph.D. 1962

B.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

B.S.
MA
Ph.D.

1948
1949
1952

*

Postdoctoral Males

Nebraska Wesleyan Research Coordinator--
University Cooperative Research Branch,

University of Nebraska United States Office of
University of Nebraska Education, Washington, D.C.

Oklahoma State Uni-
versity

Oklahoma State Uni-
versity

University of Wisconsin

Assistant Professor of Educa-
tional Administration- -
University of Washington,
Seattle

953 Sydney Technical Senior Lecturer in Education-
College al Research -- University of

1959 London Univer- Melbourne, Australia
sity

University of Illinois
Univeray of Illinois

University of Utah
University of Utah
Cornell University

Professor of Child Development
and PsychologyIowa State
University

1954 University of Minnesota Secondary ConLultant-
1960 University of Minnesota Manitowoc Public Schools,
1963 University of Minnesota Manitowoc, Wisconsin

B.A. 1956 Pasadena College Associate Professor of Educe-
M.S. 1957 University of tionsl Psychology--University

Southern California of Southern California
Ph.D. 1961 University of

Southern California
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John L. Horn

Jacob K. Eagan

Jason Millman

Daniel P. Norton
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agrees

B.A. 1956 University of Denver
M.A. 1961 University of Illinois
Ph.D. 1963 University of Illinois

Brooklyn College
City College of New York

Ph.D. 1965 New York, University

B.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

B.S.

Ph.D.

Daniel L. Stufflebeam B.A.

M.S.
Ph.D.

Donald A. Trismen

0 Paul A. Welker

Isom Yamamoto

Carmen J. Finley

Mary C. Regan

1955 University of Michigan
1958 University of Michigan
1960 University of Michigan

1949 University of Minnesota
1958 University of Minnesota
1964 University of Minnesota

1958 University of Iowa
1961 Purdue University
1963 Purdue University

B.S. 1951 State University of New
York at Fredonia

M.M. 1952 University of Rochester
Ph.D. 1964 Cornell University

B.A. 1958 San Diego State College
M.A. 1963 University of California,

Los Angeles
Ed.D. 1964 University of California,

Los Angeles

B.S. 1953 University of Tokyo,
Japan

M.A. 1960 University of Minnesota
Ph.D. 1962 University of Minnesota

Postdoctoral Females

B.A. 1943 University of California
M.A. 1932 Teachers College-Cblum-

bit University
Ph.D. 1962 Teachers College- Colum-

bia University

B.S. 1952 Texas Women's University
M.S. 1959 University of Wisconsin
Ph.D. 1963 University of Wisconsin

Title- .Place ois.ftyangt

Assistant Professor of
Psychology--University of
Denver

Instructor in Educational
Psychology--Brooklyn Col-
lege

Assistant Professor of
Educational Psychology- -

Cornell University

Assistant Professor of
EducationIndiana State
College

Director of Test Develop-
ment Center and Assistant
Professor of Education- -

Ohio State University

Associate for Research and
Development--Educational
Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey

Assistant Research Profes-
sor--Teaching Research
Division, Oregon State
System of Higher Educa-
tion, Monmouth

Assistant Professor of
Educational Psychology--
University of Iowa

School Psychologist and
Director of Research and
Data Processing--Sonoma
County Schools, Santa
Rosa, California

Assistant Professor of
Education and Assistant
Research Educationist- -

University of California,
Davis
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Frank B. Baker B.S. 1950 University of Minnesota Associate Professor of
M.A. 1934 University of Minnesota Educational Psychology- -
Ph.D. 1959 University of Minnesota University of Wisconsin

Gene V. Glass B.A. 1962 University of Nebraska Assistant Professor of
M.S. 1963 University of Wisconsin Education--University of
Ph.D. 1965 University of Wisconsin Illinois, Urbana

Richard E. Schutz B.A. 1951 University of California, Professor of Educational
Los Angeles Psychology--Arizona State

M.A. 1955 University of California, University
Los Angeles

Ph.D. 1957 Columbia University

Julian C. Stanley B.S. 1937 Georgia Teachers College Professor of Educational
Ed.M. 1946 Harvard University Psychology--University of
Ed.D. 1950 Harvard University Wisconsin

Alan M. Abrams

Assistants

B.A. 1964 Yale University Graduate Assistant- -
M.S. 1965 University if Wisconsin Laboratory of Experimental

Design, University of
Wisconsin

Elizabeth A. Holstein B.S. 1957 University of Wisconsin Administrative Assistant- -
M.A. 1963 University of Wisconsin Laboratory of Experimental

Design, University of
Wisconsin

Tom R. Houston B.A. 1964 Harvard University NDEA FellowLaboratory of
M.A. 1965 University of Wisconsin Experimental Design, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin

Dorothy L. Jones B.S. 1951 West Chester State Graduate Assistant- -

College Laboratory of Experimental
M.Ed. 1961 Pennsylvania State Design, University of

University Wisconsin

Edward P. Meyer B.S. 1965 University of Wisconsin Graduate Assistant--
Lhboratory of Experimental
Design, University of
Wisconsin

Thereza Penne Firma B.S. 1962 Catholic University of Graduate Assistant- -

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil Laboratory of Experimental
M.S. 1965 University of Wisconsin Design, University of

Wisconsin
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Andrew C. Porter
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B.S. 1963 Indiana State University Program Coordinator--
M.S. 1965 University of Wisconsin Laboratory of Experimental

Design, University of
Wisconsin

Adrian Van Mondfrans B.S. 1963 University of Utah
M.A. 1964 University of Utah

nraduate Assistant- -
Laboratory of Experimental
Design, University of
Wisconsin

Secresm p254criLs.#111,ttelit
Harriet Clutterbuck--Wisconsin Civil
Service Stenographer III

Steven R. Cox--Senior, University of
Wisconsin, majoring in mathems.d.cai
economics



APPENDIX C

Progress Report on
U. S. Office of Education Cooperative Research

Developmental Activities Program
Project No. X-005

for the period July 1, 1965 through September 30, 1965

Name of Institutions University of Wisconsin (Madison)

Title of Project : Benefits of Research Design; A Pilot Study

Project Director : Julian C. Stanley, Professor of Educational Psychology,
University of Wisconsin

The eight-week summer program in experimental design at the University of
Wisconsin continued, with all thirty pre- and post-doctoral participants parti-
cipating regularly, through 13 August 1965. The four instructors and seven
graduate assistants worked regularly with the group, formally and informally,
to maximiie the benefits the individuals received from their eight weeks of
participation. Also, all the participants attended the 2 1/2 -day Seventh An-
nual Phi Delta Kappa Symposium on Educational Research at the University of
Wisconsin, 9-11 August 1965.

During the afternoon of 12 August 1965, the participants prepared indivi-
dual evaluations of the program, as they saw it near the end of the eighth week.
These were read carefully by Professors Schutz and Stanley, who served as as-
sociate program director and program director, respectively, and by Professors
Baker and Glass, the other two instructors. Partly on the basis of the impres-
sions gained from perusing these structured essays, Professor Jtanley reports
the following tentative evaluation, subject to modification when evaluation by
structured questionnaires takes place some six months hence.

The typical respondent reported that be felt the eight weeks participa-
tion was well worth the effort he made to come to Madison and participate in
the program. One person came with ow* specialized psychometric interests that
he did not welcome the strong emphasis on the design of controlled, variable-
manipulating experiments. One or two others wished there had been more emphasis
on substantive research and less on methodology. The typical participant worked
hard, often studying far into the night. Even when his prior expectations did
not mesh well with the organization of the program, he was able (because of
flexibility in himself and, to some extent, in the program) to accomplish a
great deal that he considered beneficial.

About five of the participants had not really had a suitable course in
statistical inference and were, therefore, handicapped in this area. Probably
it would have been wise to have tested doubtful applicants with respect to
statistical knowledge before admitting them, or to have had two levels of
statistical instruction. The participants were offered the opportunity to
form a more elementary lecture-discussion session, but they preferred to remain
with Dr. Glass, who proved to be a well organized, stimulating teacher.)

In addition to statistical baczground, it would have been desirable to
have screened the group better for quantitative aptitude, because fast learning
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ability is essential in such a short session. For this purpose we recommend
the Doppelt Mathematical Reasoning Test CUM: of The Psychological Corporation,
304 least 45th Street, New York 17, New York, a one-hour test available only at
a number of testing centers throughout the country that offer the Hiller
Analogies Test. Two of the 14 predoctoral participants had offered DIET scores
upon applying for the program, and 23 others agreed to take the test during the
summer. (Five postdoctoral participants preferred not to do so, and were not
required to take the test. At least three of these five seemed highly able
quantitatively.) The 25 DNRT scores ranged from 21 points (2 persons) to 48
points (3 persons) out of a possible SO points, the median being 34. The throe
top scorers were all predoctoral; and in general the 14 predoctoral partici-
pants, all of whom took the OMR!, scored slightly better (median, 36) than did
the 11 post-doctoral participants who chose to take the test (median, 34). The
difference is most noticeable in the upper fifth of the 25 persons, all 5 of
whom were predoctoral. A score of even 21 on the BURT is not low for graduate
students in education, however, being the 60th %Ile of that group. The 48's
are extremely high, being in approximately the upper 1% of graduate students in
statistics departments. Probably a score of at least 30 is desirable for ef-
ficient learning in such a group (other aspects being favorable), but several
persons who scored lower than that seemed to be among the participants who
benefited most.

The combination of 14 predoctoral and 16 postdoctoral participants (origi-
nally erectly 15-15, but one of the former completed his degree after being ac-
cepted as predoctoral and continued to be paid in that category) seemed
desirable to everyone, except that it seems unwise to choose predoctoral appli-
cants who have completed less than two years of full-time graduate study and
prepared a thesis. Persons with less than that may not be well enough motivated
to work effectively on their own a great deal of the time, or greatly interested
in research.

The age range, from 22 to 40, provided desirable heterogeneity of
experiences, as did the varied backgrounds of the participants, from high-school
principal in Miami to full professor of child development in Iowa. High general
intelligence, as reflected by a score of 70 or more on the Miller Analogise
Test (MAT) or the equivalent (say, the 90th Zile) on the Graduate Record 8x-
amination, Verbal- Aptitude Test, seems desirable. Most of the participants
seemed to be above or not too far below this level, but because no such measures
are available for post-doctoral participants (whereas all pre-doctoral partici-
pants except one had to furnish such information when applying), we cannot be
sure. The 10 MAT scores provided by the 14 pre-doctoral participants were 90,
89, 85, 79, 76, 72, 70, 70, 61, and 58, for which the median is 74, but the
four who chose not to have the )VT information sent may have known that their
scores were low.

The 8 GRE-V scores provided by the (originally) 15 predoctoral persons
were 820, 7506 690, 670, 630, 590, 560, and 530, plus one pre-doctoral parti-
cipant for wham the GRE-V was reported merely as "99th %Ile," probably some-
where in 700's, which would make the median 670, the 94th %fie of GRE-V norms.
The lowest score, 530, is the 65th %ile.

The range of the nine GR8-Quantitative Aptitude scores was from "76th Ills"
to 820; the median was 650. The 6 GRE special-field scores ranged from 500
(47th %Ile of history majors) to two 680's (education and psychology, respec-
tively), with a median of 610.
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One pre-doctoral participant scored 90 on the MAT and 48 on the DMRT, but
one who scored only 58 on the MAT scored 48 on the DMRT (and 820 on the GRE-Q).
The third person who scored 48 on the DMRT scored 79 on the NAT, 820 on the
GRE-V, but only 650 on the GRE-Q. These discrepancies suggest that it will be
unwise to use only &Alma, test score in scut -off fashion for selecting par-
ticipants for summer programs. It would seem desirable to have four scores
for each applicant: MAT, GRE-V, DMRT, and GRE-Q. Because it is difficult to
obtain all these for pre-doctoral applicants, and virtually impossible to se-
cure unbiased such scores for post-doctoral applicants, many of whom are in
charge of administering such tests, the selection committee for a program must
begin its efforts early. If told in time, most pre-doctoral applicants can
arrange to take all four tests (at just two administrations, MAT and DMRT at
one and GRE-V and GRE-Q at the other). Post-doctoral applicants can be urged
to have sent to the selection committee the scores from such tests that they
took as graduate students, and preference can be given to applicants who offer
at least some of the scores. Most graduate students take either the MAT or the
GRE, and many take both. The DMRT is much less widely used.

The size of the group (30 participants) seemed right to most of the
respondents, but several of them indicated that more individuation via smaller
subgroups might be desirable. A few thought that 45-50 persons could be
lectured as well as 30, if sufficient staff for smaller discussion groups were
available.

Generally, neither th'a participants nor the instructors knew quite how to
utilize the services of the graduate assistants well enough. One of these
taught matrix algebra effectively to a small group of interested persons.
Another helped with computer programming. A third conducted some tutorial ses-
sions for 3-5 persons whose statistical training had been too slight. However,
it seems better to have not more than one 20 hour-per week graduate assistant
for each 10 participants and to use the freed funds to hire more regular, ton-
tine staff. The graduate assistants used should not be preoccupied with urgent
academic matters of their own, such as theses and preliminary examinations for
degrees. It might be well to import them from another university to forestall
this.

The director, Professor Stanley, was plagued by too many local responsi-
bilities that he could not delegate or relinquish, such as eight M.S. degree
theses and the accompanying oral examinations, planning for the Phi Delta Kappa
research symposium, and getting ready to move to California for a year at the
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. Dr. Stanley handled a
75-minute session on the design of experiments each morning, five days a week,
for seven weeks. Along with his other duties, this almost worked him to death,
trying to prepare materials for the sessions. He recommends that the organizer
and director of a program free himself from as many other commitments as pos-
sible and serve as director and stimulator only (i.e., not be a formally com-
mitted instructor).

Perhaps the program should have lasted seven weeks, instead of eight, be-
cause both staff and participants seemed to run out of steam near the end.
This was alleviated partially by the two-and-one-half-day Seventh Annual Phi
Delta Kappa Symposium on Educational Research, organized by Professor Stanley
and held on the University of Wisconsin campus 9-11 August 1965. The summer-
session participants attended the five main speeches (by Julian C. Stanley,
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George B. P. Box, Ingram Olkin, Leslie D. McLean, and Frank B. Baker) and heard
tape recordings of the closed discussion sessions that followed each of the
speeches. Also they received copies of most of the speeches. For the upper
fourth of the participants, sin weeks m$ght have been long enough. For the
lower fourth, eight or more might have been needed.

The stipends 0100 per week) and per-diem allowances ($80 per week) for
post-doctoral participants seemed adequate to them, but the lack of stipends
for pre-doctoral participants (who received just $96 per week per diem) was
unfortunate. There seem to be good reasons why both pre- and post-doctoral
participants should receive the same remuneration (about $200 per week plus
travel allowance seems desirable), especially because the former usually have
no funds for the summer other than those paid for the program, whereas post-
doctoral participants have been paid reasonably well by their institutions
the preceding academic year and may be having their summer stipends supplemented.
TM pre-doctoral participants functioned as well as consultants as did the post-
doctoral ones. Dependency allowances might be desirable, also, for programs
lasting six weeks or longer.

The participants made a number of suggestions for future programs of this
and other kinds. They prized time for private study and reflection, and ready
availability of varied staff members and consultants. More outside consultants
would have been desirable this summer. The participants were encouraged to re-
quest these by name during the program, and those requested were brought in,
but this process works too inefficiently to rely on exclusively, so consultants
should be scheduled in the designing of the program itself.

The staff was not highly successful in utilizing special research competen-
cies of the participants themselves, perhaps largely because of the restriction
of the program to the design and analysis of experiments, an area in which most
of the participants had not yet contributed greatly. One pre-doctoral partici-
pant, a specialist in the computer programming of multivariate analysis of
variance, worked with certain other participants on this. Probably it would
have been possible to utilize the special competencies of several others bet-
ter than was done.

Several participants who were greatly interested in psychometrics tried
continually to enlarge the nature of the program from consideration only of
"true" and quasi-experiments to encompass associational studies, but the
staff resisted this pressure, because it was felt that the primary need of the
group during this witicAts eight-week session was for the former. Partici-
pants had been selected because, although they might already have contributed
considerably to associations' studies, they were less well prepared to do
experiments.

All in all, this pioneer program in the design and analysis of educational
experiments went about as well as could be hoped for. The staff feels that
nearly all of the 30 participants will be better educational researchers than
they otherwise would have been. Specific changes at least partially attribut-
able to the program will be sought from participants in about six months.

One of the ablest, most percartive of the post-doctoral participants ended
his evaluation as follows, reminding us that miracles should not be expected--
certainly, not quickly--from one eight-week session:
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. the program did one thing, namely, forcing me to wonder
about many things, and this was good. Someone must blare a trail,
and this program did it, with all the understandable shortcomings
and ambiguities. In the final analysis, we should not be depend-
ing on the grandpas (pardon the expression) who organised the
program, precisely becauie the future depends upon what we do, not
upon what they do. Thus, we will keep plodding our royal road
of learning.

"Well done pioneers!"

(This man was just three years younger than the average of the four in-
structors for the program--the "grandpas" to whom he referred--and only 14
years younger than the oldest instructor. Either the program acted on him
like Ponce de Leon's fountain of youth, or else the instructors looked pre-
maturely aged by the time it ended.)

Changes Made During This Reporting Period

Attention is invited to Part 5, "Procedures," of Appendix A for Project
No. X-005. The success of the program was evaluated in ways la ('but not
anonymously), 3, 4, and 6. It did not prove feasible to give initial and
final examinations to all the participants, because of their heterogeneity of
backgrounds and heterogeneity of interests. It was felt that trying to keep
all participants in a common curriculum would be educationally unsound.

Step No. 5, "By an analysis of the quality of the research proposal pro-
duced, especially as reflected by the percentage of them that are submitted
to a Federal agency and approved," will be carried out in the future.

Julian C. Stanley
Project Director



APPENDIX D

Progress Report on
U. S. Office of Education Cooperative Research

Developmental Activities Program
Project No. X-005

for the period 1 October 1965 through 30 June 1966

Name of Institution: University of Wisconsin (Madison)

Title of Project : Benefits of Research Design; A Pilot Study

Project Director : Julian C. Stanley, Professor of Educational Psychology,
University of Wisconsin

During the period of this report Professor Stanley and his half-time
administrative assistant, Miss Elizabeth Holstein, have kept in touch with the
30 persons who participated in the summer 1965 program at the University of
Wisconsin and with the instructors (Baker, Glass, and Schutz) and assistants
who helped conduct it. They have been sent various materials to refresh and
supplement the eight-week experience. Journals and convention programs have
been searched for their contributions. An all-day set of speeches and con-
ferences on the design and analysis of educational experiments was held speci-
fically for this group on 16 February 1966 at Loyola University in Chicago,
with good attendance. This was planned by Professor Stanley and Miss Holstein,
with Professor Samuel T. Mayo of Loyola University as the chairman. Five
major addresses were given by outstanding specialists, and then small-group
sessions were held.

In mid-May of 1966 a questionnaire concerning the first-year effects of
the summer program was sent to each of the thirty former participants. Replies
are beginning to arrive. These will be tabulated and analyzed as a basis for
preparing the final report at the end of the summer.

Professor Stanley and Miss Holstein maintain a considerable correspondence
with the participants. Preliminary evidence indicates that their progress has
been facilitated considerably by the summer experience, this being at least
as true of the predoctoral participants as of the postdoctoral ones.

Direct and indirect influences on the instructional staff seem to have
been great, too. Richard E. Schutz, now Director of the Southwest Regional
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development, conducted an AERA-sponsored
five-day session on experimental design and analysis in Chicago 12-16 February
1966, immediately preceding the annual conventions of the American Educational
Research Association and the National Council on Measurement in Education.
His faculty consisted of Gene V. Glass, Leslie D. McLean (who had been a one-
day consultant for the summer program), and Julian C. Stanley. Fifty persons,
most of them already having doctorates, attended from all over the United
States.

During the period 11-15 February 1967 Gene V. Glass, now an assistant
professor at the University of Illinois, will conduct a five-day AERA presession

110
on the design and analysis of experiments at Grossinger, New York,. for some 50
persona.
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The One Academic-Year Follow-Up

19 The three letters of transmittal.

2. Summary sheet.

3. The questionnaire responses

a. Predoctoral participants

b. Postdoctoral participants
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

202 Junipers Serra Boulevard - Stanford, California 94305

Telephone (415) 321-2052

May 17, 1966

SUBJECT: Your evaluation of the 1965 Summer Program in Experimental Design,
nine months later

TO : All thirty persons who were participants in the 1965 Summer Program
in Experimental Design at the University of Wisconsin, 21 June -
13 August

FROM : Julian Stanley

Dear Thirty:

You've had an academic year in which to think about the aftereffects of
the eight weeks you spent in Madison last summer. The U.S. Office of Educa-
tion (which financed the summer program), Frank Baker, Gene Glass, Dick Schutz,
and I would greatly appreciate your frank comments, criticisms, and sugges-
tions concerning the program. These will be used by us in preparing a final
report for the USOB, in whi.% no commenter's identity will be divulged. On
the enclosed sheets I have tried to provide some structure for your evaluation,
but please feel free to go beyond this and remark about whatever aspects you
wish. Do the best you can to estimate the extent to which your various acti-
vities during the summer actually influenced your subsequent achievements and
activities. Please try to minimize the "post hoc, ergo propter hoc" ("after
this, therefore because of it") fallacy.

I have noted, for example, that four of you (Bowman, Hillman, Welker,
and Yamamoto) presented at least one paper each during the 17-18 February 1966
annual AZRA convention, and another (Horn) was coauthor of a paper read there.
Dan Stufflebeam was on the program at the concurrent convention of NCNB.

Best regards,

(Signed) Julian

Julian C. Stanley

P.S. Dick Schutz organized a five-day presession of experimental design and
statistical analysis that was held in Chicago 12-16 February 1966.
Instructors were Gene Glass, Les McLean, and I.

Enclosures: Questionnaire form
Reprint, stamped and
addressed envelope
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CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

202 Junipero Serra Boulevard - Stanford, California 94305

Telephone (415) 321-2052

June 28, 1966

SUBJECT: We greatly need questionnaires returned soon by the nine persons
mbose, as of mantis" on Monday, June 27, had not been received.

TO : Those nine nonrespondents.

TEN : Julian Stanley, Who will soon prepare a final report on the 1965
summer program for the U. S. Office of Education's use in tailor-
ing other such institutes to the needs of educational researchers.

Dear As Yet) Nonrespondents:

Won't you please take a few minutes mull now and complete the enclosed
questionnaire? Whether you enjoyed the Madison SUMMIT program greatly, felt
so-so about it, or disliked it heartily, we need to know your reactions and
get some idea how it might have affected you during the academic year 1965-66.
Only you can tell us that.

Uncle Sam invested quite a bit of money in you as consultants, with the
understanding that you would help evaluate the program. The enclosed ques-
tionnaire can be completed reliably in ten minutes or less by the typical
respondent.

We have already received completed questionnaires from minty-one of the
thirty participants. You nine threaten to bias the reporting in difficult-to-
tnfer ways. Please don't!

Cordially yours,

(Signed) Julian

Julian C. Stanley
JCS/ap
Enclosures: questionnaire and stamped, addressed

envelope
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CENTER TOR ADVANCED STUDY IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES

202 Junipero Sens Boulevard - Stanford, California 94305

Telephone (415) 321-2052

July 19, 1966

Dear Three Hard -Core Nonrespondent:

Twenty-seven of the thirty 1965 summer-program participants have
returned the questionnaire. Uncle San needs your responses to avoid bias:
Please help us repay him for supporting us during the program by completing
the enclosed questionnaire now and returning it to me in the enclosed
addressed, stamped envelope tomediately.

JCS/ap
Enclosures: questionnaire

stamped, addressed envelope

Cordially yours,

(Signed) Julian

Julian C. Stanley
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Summary Sheet for Items Checked

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Itommte in Imulmlatli ,Design

Have you seemed more able this acadimic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? 29 Yes I No Please explain:

To analyse data resulting from experiments? 29 Yes 1 No Please explain:

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
16 Yes 14 NI If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? 24 Yes 6 No If so, to whbm and for what type of experi-
ments?

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little 7 Moderately 17 A great deal 6 No answer In
what respects?

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? 15 Yes 15 No If so,,to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? 21 Yes
4 No 5 Ho *newer If so, please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? 6 Yes 24 No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (pr re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present time
that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? ..6 Yes 26 No
If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or inhibited by
the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? 9 Yes 21 No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
8 Yes 22 No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Hive you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? 12 Yes 18 No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-
ships? 4 None S Little 4 Moderately 5' A great deal 12 No answer.
Please explain:
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Does your attendance at professional conventions scam to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? 6 Yes 23 No 1 No answer Which
conventions have you attended since August 13?

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
146. 1966 ARRA-NCHS contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last sumer?
5 None 2 Little 4 Moderately 2 A great deal 17 No answer Please
explain:

if you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? 12 Yes a No 1s Taught no such
courses 1 No response

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation:

How night the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

Other consents:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? 4 Yes 26 No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitarwhat?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

irything considered, how glad are you that you spent the
in Madison.... sorry I did. 1. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.
was worthOhiii. 19 I benefited a great deal. U. It was a hugely
experience. Or devise your own category:

eight weeks

.1. It
rewarding
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Predoetoral 1

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer =ova in Imilmal,Design

Have you seemed more able this academie year, because of the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No. Please explain: but little oppor-
tunity.

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
I am now in az..,........Lositiontoevalueteatttertlaumere-
search data.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yee No if so, to whom and for what type of experi-ernsmo
wants? Assisted Junior staff member in develo ing an observational instru-
ment for classroom interaction.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little x Moderately A grAngt deal In what respects?
Through better understanding of significance of randomization.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13i Yee x No If so, to what
extent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)?

11111,11111111111111

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program
helped you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No
If so, please explain how: .............Ihavefeltibeunoundinva-
!sating. our la12oratorx.1LzLiuL.__..schoolroramoreareofself-selawection

lave you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
_z No. If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

Wave you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled
Per how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students ? x Yes No. If so, please explain: Extended scholar-
,ship for Ph.R. work.
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To whet extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

None Little x Moderately A great deal. Please explain: BLEE2:
imstalatmugLjaudwes more oundly based.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? American Educational
LM.
At which of these did you present'. .?,r coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AnkaNas contributions.)
To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?

None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

if you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such
courses.

Other voys (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation?

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

See m written evaluation submitted at the close of last summer workshop.

Other comments: BuillatAIljulfm have worked on a real "Here and now"
tesig....z.....m.......mouhdatastud--fromhotiancollection to inferential analy-

sis.

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x
If so, at which convention(*) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

maws considered, how glad are you now, that you spent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. x It
was worthwhile. I benefitted a great deal. it was a hugely rewarding
experience. Or devise your own category:
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Predoctoral 2

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Program, in pcperimental_Desiml

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
x Yes No If so, please list a short title for each: holuilal112110

behavior: children's language

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Master's and Ph .D. students.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what extent
did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research'not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than ylu would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded)

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or

inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

011111111111110

For project(s) entitled

rur how many dollars each'?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped ym
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-
ships? None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:
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Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the progtam? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? ..._._._..."L.il.._,Researchi.LAmericanEducatiorkssociatton

American Ps cholo ical Association Educational TestintamissaWational Coun-
cil on Measurement in Education

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (includtng symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NCME contributions) None

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?

IMIONNIMID
None

41INWININM
Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the sum er program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Factor in my

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

Not been quite as restricted from discussions of ups chometrics" or
non -meni ulated variable studies.

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
from influencers of the summer program.

(e.g., American
Yesji No

what?

least in part

.Emmituil considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
in Mhdison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It was
worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding ex-
perience. Or devise your own category:
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Predoctoral 3

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Program in spetk.....bnental...isioDa

Have you seemed more able this lcademic year, because of the program:
To design experiments x Yes No Please explain: ..aimeallaullomal
iarit with desi n roblems and what to look for.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x YeA No Please explain:
Was able to ac uire a reater knowled e of the anal sis of variance in its
various forms.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? x Yes
No if so, please list a short title for each: Dissertation: Some rela-

tionshi s between student's socialized anxiet and their attitudes
school.

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Students coming to the offices of research service.

To what extend did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?
P...anedeofl.._Ai)ott./sL...s.....y.....rovidedreaterknmtedaainandanalsisofexerimp..ents.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what extent
did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiments

toward

Have you consulted or .ollaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No 2f so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this bet.ar than you would have done otherwise ? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: Man considerations are the same for controlled manipu-
lated variable e reriments and those clasified otherwise.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No if so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research conttacts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No if so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:
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To what extent, if any, do you believe Oat the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellouships, and/or research assistantships?

None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? TollWayjaumixjasconventions. Will be
21149.0.13.18d1.9.2BtatlE4

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre -
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NOME contributions.) No ne

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
amwOer4 None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If You have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such
coursos.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your aummer participation: jielsome
extent ? in bein offered the osition of state director of research.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments? I
kdkyeStkteroraza29...Lwaejj.handIed.'.._rheonly "negative" co,/amat12181.ake
is that there just wasn't azablIka.mtam.dastam2f all that was offered

eikteaLammytt mulmuLAIL
Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No If
so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you epent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neithor glad nor sad. It was
worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding ex-
perience. Or davise your own category: Would enjoy atother chance to take
advantage pf what I didn't get last summer.

I'm sorry this evaluation is so late, but I have been "snowed under"
with my dissertation.
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Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Pic in We ntel Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:
To design experiments? 6x Tel No Please explain:

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

Hive you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? Yes so, to .host and for what type of experi-
ments?

To whet extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None =MOM Little Moderately A great deal In what respects?

tnilNOW

lave you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments game August 13? Yes x No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, varisble-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seam that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise u,Yes No If so,

please explain how: The deal: is much better than it 'would have been without
the program. Anglzsis of data also better.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,

please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the prese.t
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or

inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how? 2jsse)aL....itioninroresp&
In Teachers withlailesMistories.

Have you secured research contracts or grants subeAuert to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-

ships? None Little Moderately. A greet deal.
Please explain:
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Does your attendance at Professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly becauca of the program? Yee x No Which conventions have
you attended ence August 13? Iu the last tub oars I have attended fewer
conventions than for the raced care because

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NOME contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such courses.
I have taught no courses durin: the past ear. In the summer session I will
teach a seminar el nta school cience curriculum which is described as
having a research orientation. Research findin
to utilization of these findings in revision of
in elementa school science instruction. A gr

will be studied with a view
content methods and se uence
duate course in research methods

in education is a rere uisite.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: .62220.1492tat
to teach the above course was certainly influenced b the attendance at the

determination forro ram It also was iven favorable consideration in salar
a 1966.67 appointment as associate rofessor. Duties will include coordination
of public school re uests for colle a staff assistance and of colle e use of
schools for laboratories.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
More smallierm work with staff members would have enabled me to deal directl
with next ste.s in develo IF 11 nt of roficienc More resource pea le could

have iven direct ties to other situations as did the editor.

Other comments: The variet of backgrounds of articipants made contribu-
tions. Participants could have made more contributions to lannin and instruc-

tion.

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yee x No If

so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

in die :n?

was worthwhile.
experience. Or

considered, how glad are you jam that you spent the eight weeks
I'm sorry I did. ....Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It

benefited a great It was a hugely rewarding
devise your own category:
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Predoctoral 5

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Proata in Experimental rip

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the progttm:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

To analyse data resulting fres experiments? x Yee No Please explain:

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Toe numbest of aduate students in the De artment of Psycholo :e, con-

cerninets for course uirement tl A and Ph D. experiments

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?
Understanding riateness of
types of analysis.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experi-
ment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,

p:lsse explain how: Currcntl doin: theoretical research (with computer on

relationshi s between anakses of covariance and correlational analyses. par-,
ticularly concerned with interaction effects Summer pro ram increased
understandin of mathematical basis for ANCOVA

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,

please give the complete citations') and tell how it was facilitated Or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes

x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your bummer
work? Yes x do What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or
Yes .31. No If so, from what source(s)?

Office of Education for a 5- Brant for:

For proSect(s) entitled An /nvesti ation
Techniques to Educational Research.

For how many dollars each? About muse

grants subsequent to August 13?

Lhe A lication of Same Statistical



Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, ins.purself
and/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: Postdoctoral
fellow at an R & D Center 1966 67!

To what extant, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assis-
tantships? None Little Moderately x A great deal. Please ex.
plain?

Joe* your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at leastly partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions
have you attended since August 13? American Ps chological Association Se tem-
ber.

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre.
'mutations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 ABRA -NQ contributions.) Presented "Programmed Instruction and the
Abaft to Learn" (a correlational stud corn feted before t,.....a....ierPa.....ror)heSurrazr.

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
x None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain: See Above

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such
courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation?

Now might the summer program have teen conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experimentsl
Some afternoon sessions could have been ' roblem" oriented more than the ac-
tuall were i.e. an ex eriment resented with well defined independent
variables a eneral rocedural outline warticularl involvin roblems in
either design or anal sis which required careful and creative thinkin
their solution.

for

Are you schedule to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything
in Madison?...
was worthwhile.
experience. Or

considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
I'm sorry I did. ....Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It
.21I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding
devise your own category.
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Predoctoral 6

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Program in Almialez Design

Rave you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

moreable. Can critical' read reports of researmuch more discerni Belied
dev lo. design and anal sis of Title III proposal for county school s stem

To analyse data results from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
al zed data from doctoral stud Better a le to cite limitations and to

zecometaLtighter designs and anabses for future invellsetipaz

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? x Yes
No If so, please list a short title for each: Characteristics of Inno-

vative Teachers

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No. If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Served as a consultant on Title III rant to establish an inde. ndent
study center in count schools.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?
I was much better 'reared to assist in develo in ways to evaluate outcomes
for the proposal.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No /f,so, to what extent

design and analysis of the experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes
No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped you
do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: AnAbr.zed data frommmltdxpf innovative teachers.
Advised teachers in my own school who wished to conduct more uasi-t e stu-

AltulAplEmaatstabal

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
ar indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated for re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the Litle(e) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program

Do yon have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work?

oraerao Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants suolequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitted

For how many dollars each?
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Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, fol.- yourself
and/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: Two of my
teachers have received assistantshi s to work in a new ram in re aring
esearchers. I hel ed them receive the assistantsits.

......22........twasacamtediajzamstaln11212Empat

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowsLips, and/or research assistantships?
x None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? NAM. Planned to attend American Educational,
Research Association but lack of funds ehen ed lane

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NOME contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
x None Little. Moderately ,A great deal Please explain:

/f you have taught courses with quantitative content have you done so bet-
ter because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation:
1. number of

. Have received an offer to direct R D Center for county schoollulem about
tug_ years away.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
Afternoon sessions should have been devoted at leg2101114114m.slralas
itomiLemElemaliestgns. Could have been simulated or actual e erimenta-
tion

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

Please estimate whether this Pape e or these papers resulted 2t
from influences of the summer program.

(e.g., American
Yes x No

whet?

least in part

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It
we., worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding
experience. Or devise your own category:

I am sorry that I am one of the remaining nine, but I never received
the first questionnaire. I have changed residence which might account
for the confusion.



Predoctoral 7

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Zatetraz inatelpmental Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? ,max Yes No Please explain:

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes ,_x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of expert-
manta? Vern infcormal capacity

01111111111111

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant?

earasswe None
411001111111

Little x Moderately A great deal In what respects?

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what extent
did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the expert-
ment(s)? Not at all

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? 41.2Lbte Yes x No If
so, please explain how: .AEL2.912d426 on a factor-anal tic ,paper, something I've
never dabbled with before.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it wee facilited (or retar-
ded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

401111111110 MIIINNION

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each? ........i.......,....$)IobecttothisueAlthouhmanstt
torn!

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explains
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To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

411111111.11110
None Little

11011110111110
Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yell x No Which conventions have
you attended since Ausuet 13? None

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
eontAtions), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb, 1966 AERA NCNB contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little Moderately A great deal ?lease explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: /t is obvious
that eo le in m de artment have considered me more knowled eable in design
and anal sis since I have returned from Madison.

Now might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

(e g. .merican
Yes x No

what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are y_mu now that you spent the eight weeksin Madison? I'm sorry I did.
emalmline Neutral: neither glad nor sad. x Itwas worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding

experience. Or devise your in category. share
education apparently by other directors of the LED. To
the extent that m interest was piqued in fields in which I theretofore had no
lateraLittgu..92pmuterp.roraraninwhictlallbestudinthj_is eummerllletl_thlmgamwas a success in in own terms. In terms the ersonal ex-

ASYSTAA242222112.116.1.29E112012b0PPY teat I attended the
periencee
prosram. andLsgpect to reap more rewarctflos.11.21.11gaere of intluence
and experimental experience increase. _I.Asstatedit-uati.onofiast,.........Au ust 1 was in no flea of convincin as to the value of experimenter-

artment racticall nothing else
mans ulated variable stu Les $ince in m de
is acceptable. If anything, -I was more Impressed by the other side, e.g..
Baker and Collins' Monte Carlo techni.ues and Horn's factor anal ses. Althou hrofited from the exI en o ed and erience a ood deal I do not think I wasan ideal candidate. In terms of what ...cooerativeresespawestoaccomush
I think ou would be better off stickin to candidates from educational .9cholo deiartments in the future althou h I am loath to den to academic
2.21cIAPALE52ttalSh92221EISISIAISII had at Madison.
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Predoctoral 8

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Program in Experimental ,Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: Awareness of more
sources of bias and methods to reduce ex erimental error. Also some confi-
dence gained.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
Some f. iat i_t_y -with multiple comnarisons.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Dr. Newton Metfessel--"Pro ect Potential" a USOE rant study/m421:
turali

41111111MINIO

disadvanta ed outh in Los An eles area

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little x Moderately A great deal In what respect?
More facility with factorial design.

Have you collaborated, substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes, x No If so, to what
extent did you function as a Evecialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment (s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No if so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: W112aftisilitv......yithfactotsomeri.rau-
sons.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated {or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)T

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:
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To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-
ships? None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of he program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13?

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AZIAmNCME contributions.) None

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little 011111, Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If You have taught courses with quuntitati7e content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yee No Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: More salary=

.1121) o
consultant qrblidt"8

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
JLEalateaatilliattal7 in a more structured setting, e.g., assignments,,
re orts exams. However I realize those with better back round and more

rou. I feel the ro ram was conducted excellent)

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at !east in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It W804

worthwhile x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding ex-
perience. Or devise your own categoryl
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Predoctoral 9

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer in Experimental Design,

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: I have a bester11221:
toire and a better understandin of their relative merits.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
The Summer Program served as motivation and introduction to a se uence of
statistics courses I took this ear. Whatever prolicienc I have is thus at-

tributable to both sources.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

.1111111111111.111110

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Routinely, to staff members as a responsibility. of mx.22211122,12E.1.
variet of variable metal. ulatin a..lied research efforts mostl variations

21°..6MM..ftualltz

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal. In what respects?

advicewasso.....s...,Ittnorefreumtkv.2.1..iscsnejk2moreeseuentl
I was obli ed to wei,h it more heavil review m notes and sources more fre-
quently.l.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what extent
did you function as a specialist in the design are analysis of the experi-
ment(s)? ...intyoroectsandipi..4.-nostofatiIxdmresonsibilithasbeen
lareladinc_l_syza_zLprecesdesitiesummerroram.

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? Yes x No If so,

please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,

please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

_________
Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present time

that were to some extent affected by your summer participation Yes x No
If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or inhibited by
the summer program: I have edited and hel ed write ro ress and final re'orts
of subordinates in which case the suramerroraulelful.

Do you have other competed reports that owe something to your summer work?
les x No What and how?

111111111011111.11.
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Have you secured research contracts or grants subseqdent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)? Elevel....tsrAndesinstedas

rincipal investigator though a ,prk rec s c©nti.nu for wh .ch I have primary
ssamegallaylor research andAtmdmment

For project(s) entitled Researchcalusameljtteal010151221

For how many dollars each? Imam

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
aLl/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:itMINNe

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

None x Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain: 11.212sts

221111xlsolta.ntasatt

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? None

At which .of these clJd you present or coauthor papers (including symposia' presen-
tations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your Feb.
1966 AERS-NOME contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No 11.Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional
ments were facilitated or hindered by
...cemlseworl
of the Summer Pro ram I selected and

recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
your summer participation: I have been

oral ro ram this ear. Lar e1 as a result
com leted a su.Aortin area in Research

and Measurement.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments? There
was a oor match between m ent behavior and the assum tions of the .ro ram.
It seems 1 kel that 1 was not alone in this res ect If hcnno eneit is unat-
tainable or not desired, then the program casid122p better with individual

differences. It should not be eas but the return should beOther-Cement
commensurate with the effort. This would seam to re.uire struc-

tural alternatives
prestige.

Are you schedule to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No If

4/M111111i

so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate wheth4!.r this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It was
moravhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding ex-
perience. Or devise your own category: asretjmsboveshouldbe
AtIlm2/211n.1101 of the fact that / have been devotiAL.slost.
this year in com leting a doetoralroranauserPrors in-
fluenced me to choose a hes emohasis on statistics and measurettat.thil.mt:.
While this may result in some unfortunate confoundin: effects on future inter re-

taxili=,..serornsearen.

with rou leaders minimall daft entiated in status or
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Predoctoral 10
.1,01..Seb****JMNid.UMO. 011040

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer am in E.%...merist...7s1. Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: Increased confidenceand better reference sources.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
Increased confidence although not as much as I had ex ected see note 1 about

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? x YesNo If so, please list a short title for each: MIASIgnikttuliacills:marizer as Used in
ReIM,......s......s..s.....th..11.c.ta.raft.......B..adinPassaeitemaematizinasTrans-

Slreble

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-ments? Paul TweIker Discove Learnin: stud 5 students as well as numerousstudies rot
To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consultant?None Little Moderately

ditix
A great deal In what respects? hirtainiMONO

increasd confidence ens sources.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or stu-dents) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If se, to what extent didyou function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?1291521'"imost
Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes. NoIf so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped you dothis better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so, pleaseexplain how: More familiarit withananiAandANNA.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes It No If so,please give thy: complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitate (or vetar-ded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? YesNo If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or in-hibited by the summer program: But will have within the next few months.

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yee x No if so, please explain:
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To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped yousecure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?
None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:aPIMONIMI ONNVINOW 400/~N WM/WM

Do your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased, at
least partly because of the program? Yes .x No, Which conventiops have
you attended since August 13? American Educational Research Ass iation Ntional Council on Measurement in Education

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pica-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA-NOME contributions.) None

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
MWMM00

None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetterbecause of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: I made con-

R & D Center.

Row might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

More work on anal zin ublished t;th&AJam not now a confident critic.
Le2C21 SatS2.29 end a ood "al of time anal zin studies. Z More personal
Other-e ents

in-----teraction betivapjLtiamnteemm--
em basis on the need to do had afeelin: at the end of the summer that the artici ants were much more aware ofthe desind r2AL.2.s robLems when j2in an ex erb.....L.....a.rere not mod.;

vated to do e "Jaen".
Research as I see it has two im ortant facets. Min ortant problems con-

saluelly.wel1 conceived
later does not insure better research. And although this was not the intent I
haveitrisz.1221.Un that the erd.product.m12222mtrivial studies donewell.

Cronbach's institute had the o osite em hasis and ma produce conce tuall
powerful studies done ha hazard1-.

What I am ar in* for is a ha medium which ma .1aot be attainable in asin le sut cer. Note that man NSF institutes for Math teachEELE221922=11I.
Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions programs (e.g., American

Psychological Association in New York City next September)? x Yes No If
so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(a) entitled what? National Coun-
cil of Teachers of Mathematics Au . 1966 "research in Mathematics Education."

and handled methodell...Etasis on the

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program. Some tat this is more of a position

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It was
worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding ex-
perience. Or devise your own category;
It is really toe earlate how much benefit will accrue from the see -
,n., but I_ would not have missed it and know the benefits will be increasing.
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Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Pr am in paiesint.estal.,

Have you seemed more able this academic year because of the program:To design experiments? x Yes Please explain:
but feel that I am now able.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? Yea_ -No Please-explain:
xasljamsijght14terature has indiCated that I am better able to analyze data.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? Yeax No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? Yes x No If so, to whom and for what type of experiments?

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tantaut None Little Moderately A great deal In what respects?evisaftwa

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or stu-dents) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what extent
andyou function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x YesNo If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
Please explain how: I have been much more critical of the methods used.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly orindirectly0 by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so, pleasegive the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or retarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yesx No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or in-hibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?Yee x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students?. Yes .2! If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you
secure the above contracts, grants,

OINEMBIS
None Little Moderatelyarsawase

believe that the summer program helped you
fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

great deal. Please explain:
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Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased, atleast partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13?

At Itich of these did you_ present-or- coat.thor papers (including symposia presen-tacions)-And what were the titles of those napery? (I already know your Feb.1966 AERAftNCME contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetter because of the summer program? Yes No I Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation:

Now might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
14111...UnthALALenswogliipjakt from an lack of famillarit with edu-sitlorathe.r than with the or anization of the summer ro ram.

Other comments

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No Ifso, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

kluthlys considered, how glad are you now, that you spent the eight weeksin Madison? I'm sorry I dod. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. Itwas worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding
experience. Or devise your own category:
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smeared Aftereffect of the_1965 Summer-
__roaram Daterimental Atka

*MA/MARN/A10

have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the programTo design experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please expiable

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? Yes x No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-ments?

?'o what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None

..........
Little

4110INW Moderately A great deal In what respects?

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues orstudents) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what extent
did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable manipulating experimentation? x Yea

No If so, kes it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell haw it was facilitated (or re-tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at tIm present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

01011111611110

0111110110

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer work?
Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
seeure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

eNNOSAVO
None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:4110.1110.
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Does -your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? X Yes No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? American Educational Research Association-National Council qn Measurement in Educ rtion Feb. 1966.

At which of ghese did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (/ already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA-NCME contributions.) paper

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?None x Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetterbecause of the summer program? x Yea No Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Promotion to
iVsat2rlEyjs.tsfol.u..z.p_,StateofEducatio7-salary ad ustm March 1

law.' might the summer program have been conducted differently in Order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?'; s g,, uite1armed with :he summer trogram More tiue,sp one analyzing de-
st41122.11101.14221.1222.1121Eful

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions programs (e.g., AmericanPsychologiCal Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No Ifso, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in par::
from influences of the summer program.

Et_itatijaticonsidered, how glad are you now that you spent the eigL_, weeksin Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. Itwas worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. x It was a hugely rewardiv_
experience. Or devise your own category:

Dr. Stanley:

Please excuse my failure to respond promptly to your first letter.
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Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 kanner Itsraram in Experimental &aim
Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: .2292211.12.1h2)21

To analyze data resulting from experitients? x Yes No Please explain:Same as above.

Have you:begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? I{ Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-ments? ve been work TI,; on a demonstration and e .erimental .ro ect in pro.ramed instruction assi tantshi. has involved evaluation of ded final

62-

reports

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?Ilfeemed" more aware of the nuances of e imentation.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or stu-dents) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what extentdid you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?
Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled,

variable-manipulating experimentation? Yesx No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better than you would have done otherwise? ...Yes No If so,please explain how:

nave you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? x Yes No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell haw it was facilitated (or retar-ded): Donald G Miller et al. Assimilation of New Media in the InstructionalRe ertoire of a Rural Hi.h School. NDEA Title VII OE 7 59-9011-274 Ammo-SalPhez
Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? YesNo If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or in-hibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? Yes x No What and how?

111111111111111111111

Nave you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?
For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: Research assistantIgartment of COunselin & Behavioral Studies.
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To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped yousecure the above contracts, grants, fellowshi',s, and/or research assistantships?None Little Moderately x A great deal. Please explain: I was"hired" when the research director heard that I was in ''"Mr. Stanle 's summer
211212112:

Does your attendance at professional conventions $22M to have increased, atleast partly because of the program?. Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? American Personnel and Gui&'.nce Association.
At which of these did, you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know yourPeb. 1966 AERA NCME contributions.) Roei.t.t.ytar....ltele,6.j,JStkof Cone e Environments: Research in Graduate Educationpresent:et.
To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last: summer?None Little x Moderately A great deal. ?lease explain: Althoughthe resentation
summer ro am methodolo ical aspects of studies in raduate education were

S22101131±1S312121M......LLSamurrheleditier""t°
If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetter because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation:

Now might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?i4uch of the afternoon activit could have been eliminated. /felt that I should have the
the opportiela.for such e......zursussewastb.....seyIIllasA2....11Other comments:
that the afternoon activities should take 2recedence. Thus Inever delved into man topics as extensivel as I might have liked...Atmit ion t realistic to plan to cover so much in an 8-week session. Also er-

htlajaraesitemilaweeklmeetpsL...mald be beneficial.

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x NoIf so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulLed at least in partfrom influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeksin Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. Itwas worthwhile. x I benefited a very great deal. It was a hugely reward-.trig experience. OT devise your own (2ntegory:

I hope the enclosed is not too late [12 July 1966] for your report. You'll seeone big reason why I'm so tardy when you receive a copy of the final reportthat has kept me occupied these last few weeks. And, by the way, when theword seems is used repeatedly in a questionnaire, this.respondent finds itdifficult to complete said questionnaire in twenty minutes, never mind ten.
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Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer 'pro fr,_a41 fn Ei...522arl.....LtEttalilviLn.

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: L1221.klEajmitiele,Liven here and have aided and abetted seysalattejatmsearch. I ho e Iam better at desi I'd better be.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:I have consulted with several eo le on the interpretlIka21221Listaluawri _,_am engaged in ny owm research.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? x YesNo If so, please list a short title for rime+ y effects in
21E1.1112E2z

Have you served as a consultant of the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? x Yes No If se, to whom and for what type of experi-ments: To Dr. Wrench assimilation contra iturds.r......Zabettli.
MtelPSSATSILLsa...ittiVtilerila"h1.22122"11111b2a.±.jeLmettrtmeafteritiam2y2lz

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tant? None Little Moderately A great deal In what respects?I could not have felt as come etent and confident as to the detilimlallIELLEmade.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or stu-dents) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what extentdid 7ou function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controllec:, variable-manipulating experimentation? x YesNo If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,please explain how: Several central .roblems and ideas in educational researchwere discussed last summer which hel p ed me discuss the research for which I
I needed more statistics which I have done .:naveursued several non-ex e imental-tke-method areas like Guttman s "Facet

consulted. Also found out

Iguaysis andlismaLestmlnuatalndlAlt
Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or retar-ded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yesx No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated orinhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork?
ea-mour Yes x No What and how?
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Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?Yea x No If so, from what source(s)?
For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students? x Yea No If so, please explain: a) I have beendelanated as sts13.11.111..dttst.usttods reemmtxlmajek:...teent of a.r.y. Tte staff member%.1212oldhammer heard shoutme and now I am

......114inclUOMULMLIELMEILIEWLS112111121111412Wect for underatitg.

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped yousecure the abve contracts, grnw.3, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?None Little x Moderately A great deal. Please explain: It helpsto have been to a formal titled trainin ro.ram

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,at least pertly because of the program? x Yes No Which conventions haveyou attended since August 13? American Educational Research Association attend-ance was auto ether a result of last summer.
At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia presentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA-MME contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?None
NISOMON. Little 011111111 Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have 7ou done sobetter because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.As mentioned before this summer ro ect also I T A 'ed the E. erimental Desicourse in the Pa cholow De artment and ma do it wain ride coming ear.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc r) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation:

How might the summer program have Luc conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analy lie of educational experiments?1. tjz2411....plinex end overtly correlational research ateat resentwnt and unnecessar resistance was created. /missed out on a lot
Other c a

'

ffn EtSELlzkgj2Xyotbeii cosedtovarieLa2proaches.
2 .

2. The resources within the group were not ustd111111y should.....,havebee..........122mItswetskilied in certain .211.2were notte..ed so that near the end of the 8 weeks I ersonall was :ettin
12121j..71212the afternoon sessions coup have been handled different) likecm topical or content basis. Possi >1ouping people Into email groupsand hadmeach rou re are an ex ertment for consideration would have beeninstructive.

.....s12E4111.1.az....t1twThemisLa...myliaLaogtem for professionals is thatShmamsj....rejll set in their ways. This is anmeleseofideaswouldha tesatits at indoctrination. It was down-m
CtaktangeAnti what one

fecultUraelLEILAZIBLULIEBEELIETI:tattoo in liducation after a summer of him ushin it as the way to get results.
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Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions programs (e.g., AmericanPsychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x NoIf so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
tTease estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in partfrom influences of the summer program.

litzejiLsti considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eightweeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.!t was worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. x It was a hugelyrewarding experience. Devise your own category.
3 coos uences of last summer are ickin: research and statistics in Socialhol as mi o maim area a rowin: interest in educational researchand ucatton as a # ssib career and s boatin: with * ass on.

I have a tendency to put off the moat immediate and pressing obligations.My not sending the questionnaire back promptly does not reflect my feel-about last summer's experience. TO the contrary I very much appreciate
having been chosen for last summer's program.

I hope my poor manners have not inconvenienced you too much.

July 2, 1966
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Postdoctoral 1

Have you seemed more able tide academic year, because of the program:To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: I seem more confident
and "*.....0.12f

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
1/11. 11d ...ifer not ful.

Have you Jam or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?x Tee No If so, please list a short title for each: Recall of detailsnot Teacher Education film as a function of differential instructions to observe.

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-ments? Counselin office at Collo e, Surve stud on teacher-behavior reterences of male elementar school teachers.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tant? None Little x Moderately,,;, A great deal In what respects?

..(11:.......................Veheneedforcoimedformanivablevariable (3) What is.1

Have you collaborated
substantially with others (either colleagues orstudents) on experimento since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what extentdid you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experi-ment(s)? A great extent

WO you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x YesNo If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,please explain how:
...2..........p...111....a...../tointeduttortcominsof.suctanbit-

....,.........littelzaLraalf.Forturelantoz........preatiulate in the........hassecoteoftl....after assessing preliminary.findingaz

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No if so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to sonic, extent affected by your summer participation? Yesx No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated orinhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed' reports that owe something to your summerwork? Yes x No What and how?atiONNII

4111111101110

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: Acting .20291211investi ator for Dr. Bar Bailin Brookl Colle e
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To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assis-tantships? None x Little Moderately A groat deal. Please ex-plain: Perhaps 2...edcolmil....kcethe,mmitim

d,...a.aeatIcouldhi......1dle

Doss your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,at least pertly because of the program? Yes x No .Which -coft*entionchaveyou attended since August 13? TALLA2114Al2§§4
At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA NM contributions.) EPA - Recall 2Latezarized words as a
Luzsci......olonjtaadamsatzord associations.
To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?None x Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:fetmejatiejrom Gene with multi is com arisons but work was basicallcompleted before the summer.

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetter because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no suchcourses. DrawiLlzats Jae chL....eatLam

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Nom)

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?Mors educationally

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., AmericanPsychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x NoIf so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in partIran influences of the summer program.

PiirYthing constiered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeksin Madison? 70m sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad, nor sad. Itwas worthwhile x I binefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding
experience. Or wise yow own categorys
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,Postdoctoral 2

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summery...romp. in Experimental Rain
Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:To design experiments' x Yes No Please explain: Am able to utilize

92ELeametLatium....2dowerful
AMqN4LSEAO4LsjauJ22!VLIWBBzTo analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:Since I am now able to derive = acted MS values can determine a..ro riatoerror term with confidence.

Wave you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?x Yes No If so, please list a short title for each: TV vs. TeacherAdministration of Standardized Tests: C....arabilit of Scoasilliela=Measurement of the Blind the Vali 4t of the WISC

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experi-ments since August 13? x 'Yes No If so, to whom and for what type ofexperiments? Public schools s stems-deal:. of stud for identifcation andeducation of culturally de

:t......itlemStatdD.,......lexnizLggtmaucation-4iorkahorggtionofuaritLeu!SBA.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a con-sultant? None Little Moderately x A great deal. In whatrespects? Increased re ertoire of possible deal. s

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues orstudents) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-tent did you function as a specialist in thedesign and analysis of theexperiment(s)? A peat deal.

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x YesNo If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,please explain how: Learned how to
hanat11121222111sle&sillitgenstatwhich are MIV1121iLielitttglatell924

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, byyour
summer-program participation? x Yes No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated for re-tarded): "TV vs. Teacher Administration of Standardized Tests: C arabiliof Scores" Journal of Educational Measurement (in press More sophisticateda as asuremen o

al es oAul211 for the Education of the Blind, March 1966 Need Greenhouse 6gGeissor400.02.1001.1.110MMININON.
of

IAMONNIVIO 4.0111~11MINN,

conservative test due to non-homo eneous covariances.

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? x YesNo If so, please give the title(e) and tell how it was facilitated orinhibited by the summer program: "Ruth. Ach. in Conventional and De
accurate

anaulljiy....,..atereuttiloatma.

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? Yes x No What and how? jTjaco...nsLksthjLutpjE.."_*esoc.
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Nave you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?x Yes No If so, from what source(s)T tIffice of Education Reslth4#ucation and Welfare.

For project(s) entitled
riEstablishinaTraitaPrortminEducationalResearch and The Laborator of Educational Research.

For hamrtulqf dollars each? Anamattutsume.......etoofita
have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: swatulthisraduate Research Training Program 4 000 first ear ro ected 38 000

220.25.2.121EMA104

*To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped yousecure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?None Little Moderately x A great deal. Please explain: I thinkthe "fora" slidit of bein associated with Stanlo and the
12M111,114.ntilliELIUPIYMILLtY of Wisconsin helped

Boss your attendance at professional conventions seam to have increased,at least partly because of the program? x Yes No Which conventions haveyou attended since August 13? American IguselavajtallIKELMI2E115122Na-tional Council on Measurement in Education.
At which of these did you present or coauthor pspeive (including symposia pre-sentations), and what were the titles of those papere? (I already know yourfeb. 1966 AERA NOME contributions.)
To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summerNone Little MINIM Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetter because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.Have added
"--.1SiaIrseLIP.......E2t,ell-mental REFOLnfnd Analysis to 121.2111111181.hero- -s othersemester hours.

Other ways (selary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Anm.293we111.122.21.21814 (See question marked with (*) above.)

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?I think a few examinations would have hel ed "motivate" some who lacked ado-
1.1,Liteu121"1141taLthilik

tbilaggeglitlaglnilgaddlt2ghamgegOther comments
zoomwslagity.Whotl...a.lattaLL

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., AmericanPsychological Association in New York City next September)? x Yes NoIf so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what? 8EMrecession American educational Research Association on deed and anal sis of
tiveValidity of Essay and Ohjective Exam" American Educational Research Association1967.

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in partfrom influences of the summer program. Asseseci.a.211141MLAkiie

Education _ r is with Glass Miliaran SUbmitti e 11 I
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weeks in Madison?

it was worthwhile.
rewarding experience.
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red, how glad are you= that you spent the eiht
Ito sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

I benefited * greet deal, x It was a hugely
Or-devise your own category*
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Rave you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

Have you begun or completed any, experiments since 13 August 1965/Yes x No If so, please list a short title for eacht See instead lastItel.thil.egl.(Marked with asterisk)

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? Yes x No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-ments? See instead last item.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tant? None Little Moderately A great deal In what respects?

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or stu-dents) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what extentdid you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the expert.ment(s)? See instead item below.

*Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled,
variable-manipulating experimentation? x YesNo If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better theft you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,please explain:

a....1.....akletsis...laterCarabell-Sta as a frame of reference for such re-InEthAllEla

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yesx Na If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated orinhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? Yes No What and how? Final re ort U.& Office of Education con-tract containi deli: recommendations or follow-on evaluation 7 ro ect.

Have 741: secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?x Yes No If so, from what source(s)? U.S. Office of Education; BountyShood Hem
ftitELMEISI2E12LItalt

For project(s) entitled ntesteto....itiumes of the ResearchPro ram
of Tests, in an Ungraded:s

For how many dollars ach? $9000: 4175000

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:



To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped yousecure the above contracts, grants, Ullowships, and/or research assistant-ships? None Little x Moderately A great deal. Please explain:.nab ed me to increase
techntellsgultwalumtAtokuleathlmttthe contracts more211emae1El

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,at least partly because of the program/ x Yes No Which conventionshave you attended since August 13? NCIAZRAPA.
At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-sentations), and what were the titlew of those rapers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AMMA-MCMI contributions.) SPA -- "Srstessoa and Serendipity."To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?Nome Little Moderately x A great deal. Please s-,lain:Ccnteernedwith.krinctiril"

sdaragetEAmIdegattLAIMM4
If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobettc ig. because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no suchcourses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: zglalule
.2191...asemsmsbilmeldesielpISTSWorkTitienuat.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?,Slightly less
lectutls21101111:2551.15112dadallt.....4

Are you sche441ed to appear on fature convention programsPsychological Association t New York City next Septendhar)?.If so, at which convention(*) and to present paper(*) entitled
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted atfrom influences of the summer program.

Eve think,, considered, how glad are you am that you spent the eight weeksin Mammon? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. itwas worthwhile. I benefited * great deal. _A. It was a hugely rewardingexperience. Or devise your own category:

(e.g., American
Yes x No

what?

least in part
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Postdoctoral 4

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Promo in Experimental Design

Rave you seemed more able this academic year, becauea or the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: Feel more at homewith coaRlex

desIsidertinsuaresartdrns.coteeated measures for thefirst time.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:Mare aware of roblems of late retation of data.

Rave you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965 x YesNo If so, please list a short title for each: LeiralLilltmSimula-tion and Interaction An41nis as Adjunct Instruction; Camel, PrcaptinA itsClassroora imulation Be n Two es of Teacher-Learner Interactions inItar:Di.ammov

Pave you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experimentssince August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-ments?
Llr..14L....ceDrvoctoraldissertationaeeatedlasLatin

jWyLitaiktLL4rWaeParrisln...atMr../ohn Jones. university d

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tant? None Little x Moderately A great deal In what respects?
.......914tm"WAJILALWAIllgatt

Rave you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues orstudents) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-tent did you function as a specialist in thedesign and analysis of the ex-periment(s)? To some extent.

Save you consulLed or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x YesNo If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyo, do this better than you would have done otherwise? Yes x No If so,please explain how:

lave you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? x Yes No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-tarded): Classrocr Simulation and Teacher Preparation, The School Review,
conce ve o w e attend-the summer 'ro: am. In fact the ro ram was stimulus for me to or anisethe smrpoeiun in the first place.

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yesx No If so, please give the tale(s) and tell how it was facilitated orinhibited by the summer program";

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? x Yes No What and bow?
s....LamLs.,...lst...,......PromtianructionalVariable

jajummumestma.......111kujgm. Title:VI/ report. April 30, 1966. The andelsthe.hp....and.Wwesroved afterattellsthImemaziolt
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Rave you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to AUgUst 13?x Yes No If so, from what source(s)? LalLatitstAf jbletijm.
For project(s) entitled Classroom Simulation and Interaction Anal is asAd unct instruction in Teacher Pre aration.

For how many dollars each? At.2.92LE14112

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No if so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the Ammer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, andhr research assistantships?None it Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain: The

zaksi341LchatuliSsitfroalcontsuretocetiotMiner program participants.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes it No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? Phi Delta Ka a Siliposium Seattle Wash

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA-N06 contributions.) AERA

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
GIOSIOn.

None 100P Little x Moderately A great deal. Please explain: The AERA
research report analvid data in a way decided upon at the summateassu
.BILage 2 cemmeete:.0221.11.1.122221192.24122E:.

if you have taught courses with nuantitatime content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such
courses.

I I.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve.
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Msr attendanceat the summer ro ram ma have been sitivel. related to a nice salary increase
no assum,tions concernin causative factors

Bow might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?More -,0basis on the factors involvin dui:. of - rtments and less on the
math statistics side of the picture.
As a user of ertmental desi ns and statistics I am faced with problems
that are more at040.111-Eltalit

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September Yes x No If
so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile it i benefited a great deal. It was a hugely re-
warding experience. Or devise your own category:
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Postdoctoral 5

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Pro gram in AmerletItg Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: I have slightly morefamiliarit with some desi s and more confidence in di in them out ofavailable sources.

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:Somewhat more abilit and or inclination to et information out of texts--also awareness of certain rocedures ush.m.21ET24.92221Eamst

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? x YesNo If so, please list a short title for each: See attached

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experi-ments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type ofexperiments? See attached

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-tant? None Little x Moderately A great deal In what respects?See attached

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues orstudents) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No if so, to what ex-tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the ex-periment(s) See attached

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictlyclassifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? Yesx No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helpedyou do this better than you would have done otherwise? Yes No If so,please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directlyor indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-tarded)? See attached

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the presenttime that were to' COMO extent affected by your summer participation? Yes,max No If so please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or in-hibited by the summer program: See attached

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork? x lee No What and how? 4es.AttaLelled

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?Yea x No If so,, from what source(s)? Curriculumbut not Curricular Research ($60,000) - U.S. Office of Education.
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Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants,. fellowships, and/or research
assistantships? x None Little

MIONIONIPP
Mock rately A great deal. Pleaseexplain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventionshave you attended since August 13? ASCIrmw.

At whichof these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA NCME contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
grolopow None

411/M110010 Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content have you done sobetterbecause of the summer program? Yes No Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Will beassistant director for summer institute for teacilemaugagsmaistratil
and procedures summer.

Row might the summer program have been conducted differently in order tohelp you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?itgamilllayout of carry best
associated with which designs.

Other comments: It might have aid off to have examined a "s stems.lp:
ymoach" for the institute -- to determine ficarningtypea of analysis, specific measureplenkmusimetftion relationships, etc.),
Saillia...loutwiartiskittzgaici,antev.r....esereirectivesandgoodly accordingly.

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., AmericanPsychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x NoIf so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in partfrom influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eightweeks in Madison? rim sorry I did. x Neutral: Neither glad nor sad.It was worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely4111111100
4111111MAirewarding experience. Or devise your own category: (Relative to what?).4ttieutral but there seem to be definite

for long-term benefits.
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45112Lefitt122;baclosa
my work In consulting, designing, implementing, or reporting anyexperimental work during the past nine months has been limited, in anytangible sense, to one study. This study resulvld from the idea of oneteacher to try something different in the teaching of a programmed bookwith slow readers--use of taped presentations of the froms to supplementreading by the pupilsover a period of about six weeks. /in collaborationwith this teacher, my role turned out to be designing the exoeriment,

analyzing the data, and writing the first draft of the repor. A rau-domIzed block design with some repeated measures was used; this perhaps
would not have been used if it had not been for the summer session--mostly because of prior lack of appreciation of the robustness and powerof the design. Uopefully, an article will be submitted for publicationabout this study within a month.

Other than this avek and some work in writing proposals, any startstoward experimental work have been abortive. Two proposals were submittedfrom our school system to the U.S. Office within the past year, and I wasa co-author on each. The first was a research proposal submitted lastSeptember, and it was rejected. The second was a curriculum development
proposal submitted under Title II/ in November, and this was approved.The latter proposal had only a paragraph or two in it concerning evalua-tion of development efforts in a quasi-experimental sense.

Other than that work associated with the Title III proposal, thereis the possibility of some experimental or quasi-experimental in oursophomore English program next year.
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Postdoctoral 6

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Program in samlE12111 21110

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments ? ,,,z Yes No Please explain: Greater awareness of
itfalls and sources of invalidit in desi n.

To analyse data resulting from experiments? ? Yea No Please explain:
No occasions have arisen where I have had to make useof thuacific tech-
ni ues we discussed but I feel that when the do I will be better able to
cope with them.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965 Yesx No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August /3? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? State Deg rtment of Education Consultant to Corn ensato Education
Evaluation Unit 2.1121Etiber 1965;

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little x Moderately* A great deal in what respects?
See comments to first item above. However the "looseness" of most evaluation

individual did not lend themselves to effective
use of most material discussed in last summeils ro ram

Rave you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: I find I am enerall more critical and alert to extrats
ueous influences which are inherent in such studies

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? ? Yes No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated or re-
tarded). Virile Carmen J T ,Hison J M & Co eta A. J. Stabilit of
the California Short Form Mental Maturit rides 3. 5 and 7.
Calif. J. sduc. Res., in press.

Finley, Carmelo J. How well can teachers judge pupil achievement? The case
of the

IllusiveSEitgl2nIAllat11.01111.3221.1_12§§1.1111§11411
Vfieeee.wirITri:.irogressastyearaot,anirec-'rdweompteafter the

ecor4=.......welunintassomi.....uencueoeroramuonz
indirecti since the or ortion of the studie were Manned and executed
prior to the program.

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:
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Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summerwork?
01111101ON Yes x Na What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?x Yes, No If so, from what source(s)?barn Faund;.tion.
For project(s) entitled 1 Establishment of a Re tonal Data Processin Center

mire) An E .eriment in the EataklithtaLLSE:Ex-
of a Continuity Pro

in awn servin. 9 counties
ans ion and Sr (oration

County.,

For how many dollars each? 4311110,000 (2u18,000

Have you secured fellowship or research assistantships, for yourselfand/or your students? Yes x No If wig please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped yousecure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?None x Little Moderately A great deal. Pleas explain: The data
01111111M00

ocessin rant was a oint effort to ether with 9 other centers in the stateand not research oriented. The Rosenber Grant while otentiall of more di-ztstlxrelatedattlylay had to be slanted in a we that would interest the
Board--which currently does not believe in "research" outside of academic cir-

encies and the

ram o Research b the Teachers of

cies . The rinci le unfortunate' a lies to all ranti a
result in coin remises are often
to submit a Federal ro.osal in

difficult to live with. In addition for me
riot' hurdles at the state

le As a result4,

erred

most cases means
level--hurdles which are controlled b relative) few eo
the inclination to write r.osals of an kind is considerabl d

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventionshave you attended since August 13? A24, CACER, CERA
At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-sentations), and what were the titles of thos papers? (I already know yourFeb. 1966 AERA-NOME contributions.) None
To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?None Littlegosern. Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done sobetter because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no suchAliMPIONNIPCourses.

Other ways (slaary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: While it isdifficult to attribute the exact cause of 11.1iiiiimm'j.,..smlactivitiesto last summer s ro ram or to an other s ecific cause there has been anoticeable increase in such the
ointed member of Committee on Research & boratofor Ed. Research a..ointed Sub-Re ional Re.resentativeAmamosided consul-tant services 3 U.S.O.E. .ro ecta Mexican-America*.ibIllan/Emddto Walter T.

on
Plant San Jose State llee ...csuitan t on outside controlrou 4 California State De,t of consultant, vompensatoryEvaluation Unit cERA welf.StILEXtEkleLLAIJNEWISPRABI2d.12



committee on state and re tonal research associations
wets also a.. coached b, and declined an ointments

In addition I was a..roaohed b the American Institute for Research
on either a two e Osition o 90wda consultanr on one s over-
seas tee de lo., t ro :ram ala. declined A ter end . dated

to APA division 16 and

erir.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order
to help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on futura convention programs (e.g. American
Psychological Association in New York City next SepteMber)? Yes x No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? Ism sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely
rewarding experience. Or devise your own category:
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stdoctoral 7

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1963 Summer agate in Experimental Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:
To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: I feel more confi-dent

19..MILISISilgalelland,
To analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:See above.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?x Yes No If so, please list a short title for each: Effect of fade-
22141111.112gi on stgatallIEWASz

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experi-
ments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type ofexperiments?

LSu,AcryaisjngmamattioLLs.,i..herefeafataLvtsess°
teacher effectiveness. Center

forilattLEAssLition:..thf.ilizEuktitalijitiSka
Coll e of A.riculture The Mi rant Worker.

in attitudes and oals U C
Chen e of direction for Calle e of Aricultur a ,ro ect on Pecult research

To what extent did the summer program seam to help you as such a con-sultant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what res-pects? I was better able to antici ate roblems and better able to
with

Have you sollaborated, substantially with others (either colleagues orstudents) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)? Did bastg12211BALWAVEVLJUILlegantekelz

Rave you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x 'Yes No If so,
please explain how:
creased contacts with specialists.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded): But in next two months I ex act four articles to be "in reas ".Two are in manuscri t form two are in final Analysis stages.,

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? YesNo If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program: See above

Do you have other completed reports that owe
work? x Yes No What and how? The Enterin
culture art of a 4 ear lon itudinal stud ub
Economics S udent all 19.5 an extension of work

something to your summer
Student. Col le e of
Dec 1965 The Hoot
be tin before but lam

ri-

roved
ng jadents and_ Their Pacul-tx2129er work. Tt....41.4Lineeri

ty, June 1966.
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Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
JL Yes No If so, fres:what source(s)? State De artaent of Vocational
Education' U.C. Chancellor's Research Fund' Academic Senate' Facult Research
.110e..."114

2.....teLSAWNEALINtdelturs°

or projects)
entitled .........411"0.1.1%111112111:A11Lft.21.1.20.112112.0 Tranttligai

IleitutAUSAILS111191111021....4041110....,tures The i Student 'The Conte
Famil Patterns.

For how many dollar* each: 6 400.0.1.6410.c 611.16000 2...L.aa It

Nave you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your stukat? x Yes No If so, please explain: Center for Re-
search dit bevel.. Rt in RI er Education. Also Interc -.us Research
gy.ajsLVisitt,..isLlraUsLwitwsmka

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-
ships? Nona Little x Moderately A great deal. Please explain:
,,,was more able to write 129atis jamtiermlzeLtware of the erg,-

Sl.r.La.tpvc21A.A.......edin such a rt12jsagd.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? x Yes No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13?

CJIC.I.LER.....1111t.....L...AERAAPZAWICD28.,...MSocie
for Bnaineers
At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NCME contr4butions.)

To whet extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
alaSMINito

None Little Moderately x A great deal. Please Explain:

If you have taught courses with quantiative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such

courses. ReallailLIALEVABILIMUA11§02201112.11fdle1121
Glass's lectures and the material distributed at thejlemsaum

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: It increased

921.1014S01.115t20.111.011.11.4.11:.

Hew might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments? I
would have liked to have had more o .ortunit for interaction with other ar-

SalEISCIfivebe......ei...1...lirenisl."ausuloortue"to
invests

Other comments: IziuutttnerelizamiseljeamhLasstialit
of the staterial

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs Americas
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No If
so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what? Ihpect to
ive a a er at ARM in December but this is not et confirmed.

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you now, that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. : It was a hugely re-
warding experience. Or devise your own category:
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Postdoctoral 8

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer ...*.28PtELm in Experimental ,Design

Rave you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: The benefit derived
from the ro: ram was indirect--more a matter of subs-.uent stud stimulated

,e program.

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
See alcove.

Rave you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
x Yes No If so, please list a short title for each: "Functional and
Structural Sets in Learnin and Recall of Cam lex Verbal Materials " "Co ni-
Slytantrand the Recall of Rote and Meanin ful Material."

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? Universit De t of Educ. Ps ch. ANCOVA & Multi le Grou Discriminant
Anal Monash Universit Dept of Education--Use of Factor Scores as Predictor
Variables in ANCOVA Des

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Mbderately, x A great deal In what respects:
loomeexte---"Theralsohistimarilthemara
stimulating an interest in design.

Rave you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the ex-
periment(e)?

Rave you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program
helped you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No
If so, please explain how: yhrohiij....Etl'dormsontithartici2ants in-
terested in

Rave you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present time
that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? x Yes No
If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or inhibited
by the summer program: "Functional and Structural Sets in Learnin and Recall
of y lex Verbal Material"- eneral facilitation b increased sensitivit
to pianns+d versus unplanned comparisons

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? x Yes No What and how? Iips......eand
SjamEttlatiztmarlmtzz.....onbmeralincreoltd
implication in ANOVA techniques.

Rave you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?
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For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assis-
tantships? None

11101111111116
Little Moderately A great deal.

Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program': Yes ,max No Which conventions
have you attended since August 13? None

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 ARRA-NCNB contributions.) H...0..0

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer/
None

IMIONNININP
Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:JILL(

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such
courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: 12.gammui

Bow might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
The onl unfortunate as ect of the ro rasa was the introduction of the teatin
session which did nothin: to im rove the atmosphere of the sessions--The formal
work of Glass was lst rate

Other comments: Lowtiajillesitatscle211==

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?

Please esimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from the influences of the summer program.

Ev4,..matraii considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks
in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It
was worth while. x I benefited a great deal.* It was a hugely reward-
ing experience. Or devise your own category:

*L though the formal work of the summer program was interesting
and worthwhile, for me the most rewarding aspect was the informal
contact with colleagues who shared similar interests.

,s.-Itteeo!,-3,11A
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Postdoctoral 9

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Sumner Program in Experimental Design,

have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: Reviewing and cri-
ludguLposals.

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
LAftijeinalrertdrevitiewlsposals

Nave you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
les x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ment" A120411962XELMagitall,

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects:
Hard to summarise but overall better understandi, of stren the and weakness
of various degIsslz

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a speciaAst in the design and analysis of the

exParimant(s)? NE221.12.12122111.4224

Nero you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? Yes No If so,
please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-progren pevticipation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citations) and tell how it was facilitated Or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(*) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes,x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August'13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)? lisdLlelisatifof course this

mabz4...stAktansumberol.z......menswers,

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?
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Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-
ships? None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:
NA.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? NA

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentatioW, and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AnAmNCHE contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little

NINIMMON Moderately A great deal Please explain: NA

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because :.4f the summer program? Yes x No Taught no such
courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: I have had
a sale increase but I do not believe it was due to summer work.

Now might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
Mumma might have been more structured'a if t ttlittAttuthug111.
ood ossibilit that much individual stud time would have been lost.

Other cements: In all res ects I was uite leased with the summer
ro ram both as a student and I
ramwsexcellentlz_Lcmductedt

Are you scheduled to appear on i4tune convention programs
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

.1"1.12211210.111

observer. /u brief, the grog -

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
from influences of the summer program.

Everything considered, how glad are you .20 that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worth while. I benefited a great deal. .2E It was a hugely
rewarding experience. Or devise your own category:

(e .8 . , American
Yes No

what? Y b but

least in part

...011114...W.
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Postdoctoral 12

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer pm ram in Intri.....mental Dew

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design expertmentst Yes x No Please explain:

To analyse data resulting from experiments? Yes x No Please explain:

Nave you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
Yes x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? Yes x No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments?

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately A great deal In what respects?

Rave you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment (s)?

Nave you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? Yes x No If so,
please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
terded)s

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

Nave you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Nave you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:
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To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you eacure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistant-
ships? None Little

SiMINMNIM
Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13?

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NCNB contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

WINIONNA

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes No x Taught no such
courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation:

Now might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
Get someone who actually did some substantive research himself* Modell is

ILWAIIILIVICALM-k...122112292Beiz

Other comments:

Axe you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
from influences, of the summer program.

(e.g., American
Yes x No

what?

least in part

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. x Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely
INIMPIMP IIIIIIIIIVIO MINIMIIIN

rewarding experience. Or devise your own category:
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Postdoctoral 11

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 SummerZemem in Experimental Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiment*? x Yes No Please explain: Considerably s
.......jettconfidezmisdtagat.2...Lateaterawareness..........lufearenessatalternate

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain
But to a more limited extent in c.arison with first item

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965 x Yes
No If so, please list a short title for each: WILLMUJOIWIliteggea

of Verbal Material b School a Children and Adults.

Have ye* served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes =""--"oft7so, to when and for what type of experi-
ments? mkt development.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal. In what respects?
125.trocedurtetipassist them in maximizing
pr n whtle avoiding design errors.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the expert-
ment(s)? 2nlasthesisadviz.....t_toradstudents

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as contvolled, variable- manipulating experimentation? Yes
x No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer progrtai helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? Ye* No If so,
please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If co,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated for re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(*) and tell how it was facilitated or
Inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer work?
x Yes No What and how? Aural and visual ud nt of time intervals b

children. Cam feted re lication of earlier stud will resent final r ort to
A/...alA 1. Va. 7 New York Cit Fall 12.w.Lp....66.Pa er has been ace.

6111111011110

Have you secured research contracts of grants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?
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Mayo you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? x Yes No If so, please euplain: 431.11.229240:
tion with other academic de artments secured 8 fellowshi s for ros.ective
teachers for M.S. .roram in child deve a..ent of directl related to
summer ro ram at Madison but antici ate students will .refit indirect
it *aro Universit s recoil, rant for doctoral .ro rare in Educ

S Office of -our de.t is coo crating.

from
Research

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?
x None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain: These
re nests were initiated inde endenti b cooeratin members o Universit
staff and would have been c leted and .robably awarded re ardless of in
cooperation.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program ? ,,,x Yes No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? ARRA Chic* o -would robabi not have attended
were it not for summer ro ram otherwise no chan

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 ABRArNINE contributions.)

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
...... None ..MINI.. Little. Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes

101111IIIID 41111MINM
No Taught no such courses.

I have an introducto course in research methods for grad. students in child
develo II it nt course .ualit roved .reatl as a result of summer work

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

oni su estion is an e acentric one--/ feel we needed two sections on sta-
tistics, one advanced at Gene Glass level, and one intermediate, but taught by
a professional person with more teaching__ experience than the .grad. assistants

could ossibl have. For m money Glass is a first rateethew-eemmantei
teacher students are no doubt hi hl ualified

114ahat In.....LBLisai is that we needed two levels of stat
with both conducted by experienced teachers.

courses

Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions programs (e.g., American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? x Yes No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled what?
"Intersenso as acts of children's ud ant of short time intervals"--Div.
121611ebaJlat
Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program. 1,........ala.,....daddoneorlg.i.nwotriortosuxame.r
in Madison. Om basis of consulting there did complete replication with es-
sentially same results. Woul have attempted to report this anyway, but I
-tie t s a titter re opt as a resu t o summer.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely
rewarding experience. Or devise your own category:
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In of clear limitations in quantitative ability, and in
statistical sophistication, the effort of the summer was well
worth it for so, and knowing what t know how, if the choice were
to be made at this point I would definitel want to do it again.
I profited from the contributions o all t staff, but the
opportunity to get the thinking of ,Juiram sal..ft was the stand*.
out benefit.

If anything sty imam' appraisal of the 1965 program has become
wen more favorable over the past year. I would want to do it
again if the choice were to be made now. On-TIZa the "side ben*,
fits" not mentioned elsewhere is each greater ability to make
use of statistical consulting available from specialists here.
In spite of my obvious weakness in stet., it is easier to cow
stalest* with these people as a result of the program.
main forever grateful for the experience and the contacts
with yw and the staff, as well as with the other participants.
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Postdoctoral

a.... .d Aftereffects of the r196 Zeus Wirlasumpala. petilm

Have you seemed more able

To design experiments? .21. Yes
better prepared.

To analyse data resulting from
wI a% in particular more coed

this academic year, because of the program:

Plus. =Plain: 481"1....11122201

experiments? Yes No Please explain:
rtable with re ated measures =Mmes.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
j Yes No If so, please list a short title for each: The 'Effectiveness

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? bealessemrucational Cent:Iamellgelbajtemega

TO what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?
Istur SENELALVAlalt

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)? Agammalne

Have ;you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yea

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: Isskkr underaditanallosisract of several

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was ha:Mated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to sans extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(*) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that are something to your summer
work? Yes

4.10NOMx No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequne to August 13?
x Yes No If so, from what source(s)? 11.1344.

For project(s) entitled Experimental Dage..aratiellemlttelassli!
lOr how many dollars each? i36200

*In spit* of late funding and limited publicity, the interest
this institute has received has been my encouraging.
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Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any do you believe that the en comer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assis-
tantships? None Little Moderately x A great deal. Please
explains badlii.rilitte

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? Ajaujitaoctdssic............Educators

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AIMA-NCME contributions.) ThdUalgtrzdtmarchinicEMusd.....ucation.

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
None Little x Moderately A great deal Please explains ft was

a critical review with some su estions which were easier to resent

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.
linjiftaiaerLlevel....cource that would have been much harder work.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your SUMMOT participation: Contact with
ne exact ant led me to succumb to the t tation to acce t a new osition
t hie universit next ear.

Now might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
as c evinced tha whatever cifgalaWSIMMULIMILIggidailtaleEMELS
f restrictions on what I felt should .e d general_s_i felt the

Other comments
levee of creative roduction b sartici ants was

Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions programs (e.g. American
Psychological Association in New York City next September)? Yes x No
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(e) entitled what? Rut I
have data which will probably be of considerable value for AERA or other bodies.

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at least in part
from influences of the summer program. Dld so.

Everything considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile. x I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely
rewarding experience. onevise your own category:

Now I would like to have frequent opportunity to attend AERA pre-
sessions in the future.



.0.

t spent the last two years doing what could be called "tooling up" of myself
and soy institution. This has been directed toward readiness for research
into 'differentiation of classroom teacher role." I believe twill 'continue
tow** in that general area with considerable asphasis and the evaluation
problems that exist there. tf so, the next several years should show marked
growth in publication at least some of which may be respectable frogs*
experimental viewpoint

t alk now attempting to conduct a survey of needs for the regional lab.
which will serve four states at least partially. It is possible that the
core of ideas will be incorporated into one of the projects of the nem.
If so, twill have bed an Impact even though twill not remain in tworegion.
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Postdoctoral 13

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1.1t1 Summer Program in Experimental Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because

To design experiments? Yes No Please explain: I

skills in ANOVA became more sensitive to design oroblems.

To analyze data resulting from experiments? Yes No
The above. Also obtainedletuasugatantliajudjamm..

of the program:

..Bitlad1121022

Please explain:
have found imidall

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?
.21 Yes No If so, please list a short title for each: 1. Analysis of

iuSpjpuJjril---qrosscmorescoiortperiod changes abilitieljnearlz
....iplcoult.....91materisticsscales (nearly complete574. Mxeement
anion: clinicians (nearly c bete Patterns in responses of alcoholics.
underwa 6 Learnin st lee as indicants of pathology (underway).

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments? jmeCs..q.UlehlaltLi.ta.az.eSillacaPotter Shucard Stewart others.
Mainly on measurement and correlational issues., but some on ANOVA and covariance
problems, problems of pseudo-control, etc.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately, x A great deal In what respects?
General sensittvit to roblems etc.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what extent
did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the experiment(s)?
I included this, for the most part% in the above.

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: Zrobablys I believe that an awareness of desi n issues and
techni ues in an area within what is broadl statistics measurement etc.
helm_sin dealing_ with roblens seemingl maim insb- areas.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly or
indirectly, by your summer-program participation? x Yes No If so, please
give the complete citation(*) and tell how it was facilitated (or retarded):
I think m answer to this is es but I'm hard ut to sa Just hOwm "in
or "with editozil of which there are about 10 were affected b what I
leavned at the summer session. But I think I have done a bit more ANOVA and
covarianc229113/12./MELLEIgugjone had I not one to Wisconsin.

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? x Yes

No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program: See above.
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Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? x Yes No What and how? Iiihtma...tiltim....1Mtreareew4*
that I would never had done had it not been for the summer.2mm

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?

111111111111110
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)? BN,L.BAraaBL2Lowain

before 074gusts

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself

and/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: One of my stu-

obintsw_Mt. William Wrambli.e. mastAMIXOSLAJMNLVAILTEggalgiLLSLiakalta
2.11r101M121111.of the summer artici ants called me to ask me to

have ma °CM blatUtetatt.10111.122111111224-114.2.) the feal.that
had studied at Wisconsin with Stanle carried some wet ht in recommendations

of this student.

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

None
NIMINININO

Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes, x No Which conventions
have you attended since August 13? I generally avoid conventions like the
Save. The one exception is SNP. at which I resented this ear but this
had nothi to do with the summer institute. I also attended our Little
Rocky Mountain Conference but I don t count that as a convention

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia
presentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know

your Peb. 1966 ABRA-NCMB contributions.) I......Los±c1A212ierjuitA,..co-auttERAbut

onl because Anderson was generous to include me as coauthor and because I
didn t have to attend.

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
x None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such
courses. thilhailjuagarignmaaarea of benefit to me and those
I have tau:Ai71 teach a ood deal in the uant.-stats-desi n se uence and
I am sure that I do a better ob here as a function of m summer exosure.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: U. of Calif.
at Berkeley has offered me a ob (which I robabl. will not take NYU Educ.

Ps chol offered me a ob. Both of these due to contacts made at summer in-
stitute (other ob offers from U. Minn. U West Vir inia NYU Ps.cholo
robab 1y not influenced b summer ro ram .

How
help you
I think

might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
robabl that talent and, rience of .artici. nts was spread, tog

much to make for materiall

Other comments

efficient ro"ram For
rticl nts were more activel involved in shaping the

course of discussion more at the level of resenti

MO TO r in which



vat_siluotirmaltetllohjsions to each other and to directorsumgmAla
ItIL2Ildsgaleock4112jamo...1Ake orientation would / think 1.21av,.kgens,..AsttlE

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Association in new York City next Septmlber)a
If so, at which convention(s) and to present pepur(s) entitled
LtilmaaravoidconvjatoksauearticularlYblissambiltzalet

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
from influences of the sum er program.

Igglldacconsidered, how glad are youny that you spent the eight
weeks in Nadisont I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

Itimutwurtbwhili4 a. I benefited a great destl. It was a hugely
rewarding experience. Or devise your awn category. mad*
have rov t be vs both rofessionall and therwise. several

lines vehtrilitMeusIlei.....e.....1341001311ewort le ientations etc. In these various wsthen the rience has
* fit. If I bad the choice to crake a in

(e.g., American
les...A. No

whet?

least in part
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Postdoctoral 14

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer lasam in Experimental Design,

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: I believe I have done

a better ob in teachi the e .erimental deaf unit of the educational

research course I teach and in assistin facult and students to desi n re-

search studies. I attribute these to last summerx.mided tlaly of the

Camrpbel1-Stanley and Cox references.
'o analyze data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:

I have been better able to work with ANCOVA.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965?

x Yes If so, please list a short title for each: lAsLarCIABS1
605,000 research and development project in evalts110411=11mgaritalli
studies will be included in thiAL21111161a114:Sgeparison of the Relative

Effects of Process and E
Achievement","EffectsofVariable Test Formats and Procedures on Learnin

"Ca...m11...,02LT1.......onemandExamiresforEst.LneeSlinProimarest
Norms Also 4 "true" experiments were c Jettlitestiyents

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments

since August 13? x Yes NO If so, to whom and for what type of experi-

ments? I assisted the division of Schoollacht12§MIALMAUNLJalkILE
interns on experimental by erftiqueing experimental

studies. I have also served as a consultant on evaluation to the state depts

of Ohio, Michigan and I1111 the U.S. Office .of Rd. and several school district.

(and industries)

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-

tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?

I feel much more sensitive to the threats to validit in research I have in-

creased appreciation and understandin of the writin s of the institute staff

and I feel more informed participate
vs. "rocess evaluationntheredebatelihicittimetodolo
,community.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or

students) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-

tent did you function as a specialist in the destgn and analysis of the ex-

periment(s)? ......sLInloiducatio:................1......archcourseIdivided the students into

research teams and assisted each team to conduct a research stud throu ha
argil re ort duri the course. Four of the five studies thus far cam leted

have been variable manipulating experiments.

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly

classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes
No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped

you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,

please explain how: icreadselitIsitivittosourraralidiehasi
believe assisted me to build more ri or in studies which r uired uasi

experimental designs, and to tegliftixtmeotations. latter is

true in regard to my work with students and staff who have already collected

data followill
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Rave you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes X No If so,
please give the complete citations) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or
inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? x vies No What and how? "Evaluation: A Conce t inn Need of
Evaluation" THEORY INTO PRACTICE June 1966. The ex erience this amimer
helped me, to some tasmttL,ILc1tzm.ariimt,..ja.,..mrt.tic,...+nrrdf,tbereleqgnof
experimental ua on.

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
x Yes No If so, from what source(s)? Public School System.

For project(s) entitled Research PALE122122m111212Atelltellge
For how many dollars each? $605.000,

Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? Yes x No If so, please explain:

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assis-
tantships? x None Little Moderately A great deal. Please explain:
position as director of the Evaluation Centirigemmigimpf the univer-
AV to the 017102211ind ate].

Act of 1965 with the r uirement for evaluation were I believe the rime
factors.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions
have you attended since August 13? .....a....2...AsepssoLIMAERANCMECotlis
of Testing, Michigan Evalua ionConference.

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papLrs? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NOME contributions.) TikeNC122.3sse.........CaerMicitEvalmationColi-
ference EVALUATION UNDER TITLE I OF THE ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY EDUCATION
ACT OF 1965 (keynote address

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
x None Little

NIEHINIeb Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught czraes with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? Yes x No Taught no such
courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: Nene



Now :sight the summer program have been conducted differently in order to

help you better with the design andnalysis of educational experiments?

Inatihithelf....trticipant to research teams and have each team
conr.

duct an .erimental stud A to would r
S. s ice format nd possi 1 nclud n PERT network. A different

t then
a

serve ae a review committee for the to os 1. Once the

tad the stud would be coAucted and written u

Other
sheets on t

cam ants Man to.ics

tom

such as the effects of different answer
t erforman or the effects of different t A e st les and sixes

I I. s.eed and c I rehension would be mana :sable du n summer session,

e .r *du would bri students into closer worki elation h

case st suer. And each student would be confronted with the full ran e
prob1 involved in e e imentation. I have tried this approach_ with one

I than was

rate, courses in educational research and have ound that the students

houoht It worthwhile. Also I believe Chat it has been much easier to teach

cone ts o research since
roblems

the students actuall have to confront research

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Attoclation in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
fro* influences of the summer program.

(e.g., American
Yes j.s. No

what?

least in part

Emma considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight weeks

in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad. It

was worthwhile. ,max I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely rewarding

experience. Or devise your own category:
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Postdoctoral 15

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summer Pro ram in Experimental Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: BIMAL.1102.1.9121112AL
in m counseling_ and in a talk I ave.

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
itactup±stalsisofCovariL.....amuomearisontests.

Have you begun or asesplitit any experiments since 13 August 1965? x Yes
No If so, please list a short title for each: A Test of Carrol's Model

ILS.0221.12192134

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
since August 13? x Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of expert-

'nen"? ...........74....14"4atatmaga...224421WEALJEttLUML.

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? None Little Moderately x A great deal In what respects?
More aware of the literattire.

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
students) on experiments since August 13? Yes x No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the
experiment(s)?

Have you consulted or collaborated or purused alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? Yes No If so,
please explain how:

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? x Yes No If so,
please give the complete citations) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded): (1) In the Service of Generalisation, Psychology in the Schools
Summer 196b
(2 ) Rules of Thumb for Writing the ANOVA Table (with Glass) in JEM

er and someCOU me o ave GU
het

.9.1. ......manuscriActutuforl on suancr.

es ons orpu is

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to-some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or

inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? x Yes No What and how? A lengthy keynote..adaTILSTLExperimenta-
tion in Education delivered to a national research institute on research in Vo.
Amxiculture. Hope to do soinething_with this Made much use o summer content.
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Have you secured research contracts or ;rants subsequent to August 13?
Yes x No If so, from what source(s)?

For project(s) entitled

For how many dollars each?

Wave you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
and/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: Title /1"--4 fel-
fowships for train Research maolassatp. I citecaz.gmemmeitlem:La5

/asked for atfelloyear--then geed" one
to take wore. I said for 3 and 4 at moltlajgot 4.

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped you
secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assistantships?

None xl Little ? Moderately A great deal. Please explain: ,I just
don't know.

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes j No Which conventions have
you attended since August 13? (2) (1)

AERA NCNB in fall ETS,1 day conf.

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AERA-NCME contributions.) (*The Measurement of Test Wiscaess.

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?
x None Little Moderately A great deal Please explain:

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: (1) I sot
to know one facult member was tremendousi impressed- -and hope to be a source
of bother to him next ear at his universit 2 Ho e to hel' run an AERA
presession.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future convention programs
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
from influences of the summer program.

(e.g., American
Yes No

what?

least in part

Zymailai considered, how glad are yam= that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.

It was worthwhile. I benefited a great deal. It was a hugely re-
warding experience. Or devise your own category.

Other comments I might LAU could be found in my evaluation
at the conclusion of the conference.
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Postdoctoral 16

Presumed Aftereffects of the 1965 Summet "male in Experimental Design

Have you seemed more able this academic year, because of the program:

To design experiments? x Yes No Please explain: Work with

To analyse data resulting from experiments? x Yes No Please explain:
Sams as above.

Have you begun or completed any experiments since 13 August 1965? Yes
x No If so, please list a short title for each:

Have you served as a consultant on the design and analysis of experiments
sines August 13? Yes No If so, to whom and for what type of experi-
ments?ments?

To what extent did the summer program seem to help you as such a consul-
tant? Mile Little Moderately A great deal In what respects?

Have you collaborated substantially with others (either colleagues or
studmus) on experiments since August 13? x Yes No If so, to what ex-
tent did you function as a specialist in the design and analysis of the ex-
periment(s)? Desiol_primarily, but hirsumajaLlalatmussjgalzauva
ategallLINAW9112itadtgaz

Have you consulted or collaborated or pursued alone research not strictly
classifiable as controlled, variable-manipulating experimentation? x Yes

No If so, does it seem that your eight weeks in the summer program helped
you do this better than you would have done otherwise? x Yes No If so,
please explain how: It appears to be easier to identi variables and to
s ecif the nature of the relationshi amon variables.

Have you published or do you have "in press" anything affected, directly
or indirectly, by your summer-program participation? Yes x No If so,
please give the complete citation(s) and tell how it was facilitated (or re-
tarded):

Do you have any manuscripts being considered by editors at the present
time that were to some extent affected by your summer participation? Yes
x No If so, please give the title(s) and tell how it was facilitated or

inhibited by the summer program:

Do you have other completed reports that owe something to your summer
work? Yes x No What and how?

Have you secured research contracts or grants subsequent to August 13?
x Yes No If so, from what source(s)? U.S Office of Education.

For project(s) entitled Variables Affecting Decision Makin in the Selection
of Teachers.

For how many dollars each? Final contract not ne otiated but pro osal in-
cluded 76 531 from Federal X23 287
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Have you secured fellowships or research assistantships, for yourself
end/or your students? x Yes No If so, please explain: 12222Ecter11vree
raduate students and l 3 time for m self in above rant.

To what extent, if any, do you believe that the summer program helped
you secure the above contracts, grants, fellowships, and/or research assis-
tantships? None Little Moderately x A great deal. Please ex-
plain: Pro os was i,tten du . , sums r ro rases and a .reat deal of
assistance we received from the s art ci ante the instructors. the course,
and the raduate assistants The eedback was invaluable n mo
ro osal at various sta ea o development .

the

Does your attendance at professional conventions seem to have increased,
at least partly because of the program? Yes x No Which conventions have
you attiaded since August 13? State administraiasTZ conferences a conference
s moored b the Phi Delta Ka

At which of these did you present or coauthor papers (including symposia pre-
sentations), and what were the titles of those papers? (I already know your
Feb. 1966 AKRA-NCHE contributions.) Chairman of a anel discussion re
researnh deal n at the Phi-Delta Ka --Rd. Colle.e conference (one of m

to researchraduate s udents resented a a er

0

on the contribut one of theo

To what extent were these papers affected by your activities last summer?

1011101110,00
None Little x ,Moderately A great deal Please explain: The

requirements of the situation did not re wire the utilization of the level of
material discussed at the summer ro ram

If you have taught courses with quantitative content, have you done so
better because of the summer program? x Yes No Taught no such courses.
I have used several ideas from last summer in a Seminar, for Research in Edu-
cational Administration.

Other ways (salary, professional recognition, etc.) in which your achieve-
ments were facilitated or hindered by your summer participation: rim not sure
that I have an a ecific information mardin: whether this has been affected
agLvipt,but I eel rather sure that it has not been hind ed.

How might the summer program have been conducted differently in order to
help you better with the design and analysis of educational experiments?
I have no other comments than those made at the end of the conference last
Matt&

Other comments:

Are you scheduled to appear on future conventions program
Psychological Association in New York City next September)?
If so, at which convention(s) and to present paper(s) entitled

Please estimate whether this paper or these papers resulted at
from influences of the summer program.

(e.g., American
Yes No

what?

least in part

..mthEvissj considered, how glad are you now that you spent the eight
weeks in Madison? I'm sorry I did. Neutral: neither glad nor sad.
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ERIC Resume

A program in the design and analyst( of educational experiments was held

ai; the University of Wisconsin from 21 June through 14 AugUst, 19659 under

the co-directorship of Richard Z. Schutz and Julian C. Stanley. fourteen

predoctoral end sixteen postdoctoral participants, representing twenty

states, the District of Columbia, and Australia, attended three hours of

lecture each morning and worked in small study-groups for three hours

each afternoon. Faculty responsibilities were shared by Frank 11. Biker

(electronic computers and data processing), Gene V. Glass (statistical

analysis), Richard E. Schutz (preparation of research proposals), and

Julian C. Stanley (experimental design) , Eight graduate assistants pro-

vided consulting, tutorial, and administrative, services. Feedback via

questionnaires completed by participants one year after the summer prog-

ram indicated that twenty-nine of the thirty participants felt better

able to design impartments and analyze resulting data after attending

the summer program. A major value of the program in addition to actual

course content proved to be the interaction during afternoon small-group

work among instructors and participants of rather varied academic back-

grounds. The present and prospective results of the eightvmeek program

seam to justify the efforts of the staff and participants.

6 ANIC, rit


